
Chapter Eight
The Organisational Question: Lenin and 
the Underground

The Russian socialists must work out a form of

organisation appropriate to our conditions, for

the purpose of spreading Social Democratism

and for the cohesion of the workers into a political

force. (Lenin, 1894)

In 1902, Lenin published WITBD, a book in which he
insisted that the time had come to give priority to
the organisational question. In 1904, there was a great
debate about organisational questions among Russian
Social Democrats, during which Lenin was described
as an advocate of a ‘bureaucratic centralism’ that
would pave the way for a personal dictatorship within
the Party. In 1917 the Bolsheviks took power in Russia
and the ultimate result was a very bureaucratic, very
centralised and very dictatorial system.

These facts make it highly tempting to see WITBD

as the founding document of a party of a new
type – the Bolshevik Party – which eventually got into
power and put its views into effect. In other words,
Soviet history made easy. But fuller knowledge of
the context of WITBD again makes Soviet history a
somewhat harder subject. The context in this case is
the institutions and norms of the Russian socialist
underground that emerged in the 1890s and lasted
until 1917 when the political environment that helped
create these institutions suddenly disappeared. To
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understand the role of WITBD in the history of these institutions, we need to
take a wider view than merely the disputes between Iskra and the economists
or between the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks during 1900–4. Not only do
we have to keep in view the whole period but also the whole range of political
parties and in particular the Socialist-Revolutionary Party that was coming
into existence at exactly the time that WITBD was being written.

In WITBD, Lenin gave a particularly clear expression to a number of the
basic norms that animated the underground. The actual institutions of the
underground did not much resemble the ideal organisation sketched out 
by Lenin. Nevertheless, the norms embodied in Lenin’s ideal did play a 
crucial role in the actual functioning of the system. Lenin did not invent these
norms but, rather, gave forceful expression to what ‘oft was thought’ by 
the praktiki on the ground. The norms were common to both factions of the
Social Democrats. When the Mensheviks in 1904 attacked Lenin’s specific
organisational proposals – proposals that Lenin put forth after the publication
of WITBD – they did so while invoking the common norms set forth in WITBD.
When the Socialist-Revolutionary party arose, it also took over these same
norms.

The central insight behind this interpretation of WITBD’s role comes from
Lenin supporters who were writing during the period 1904–6, including 
M. Liadov, N. Baturin, M. Olminskii, A. Bogdanov, V. Vorovskii and 
I. Dzugashvili (Stalin).1 We should not think of these people as Lenin clones
who simply repeated his views and his thoughts. They followed Lenin because
they thought that his writings (as Stalin put it in 1920) ‘generalised in masterly
fashion the organisational experience of the best praktiki’.2 They use different
arguments from Lenin and often make a better case for his position (in any
event, a more readable one) than can be found in his own writings. They
mark their disagreement with him on a variety of points and two of them –
Liadov and Bogdanov – rejected Lenin personally a few years later without
renouncing their own reasons for supporting him in 1900–6.3 Rather than
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1 Liadov 1906; Liadov 1911; Baturin 1906; Olminskii 1904a; Olminskii 1904b; Olminskii
and Bogdanov 1904; Stalin 1946–52; Vorovskii 1955. The Bolshevik polemics of 1904
are collected together in Shutskever 1925.

2 Stalin 1946–52, 4, pp. 308–9.
3 Liadov 1911; Bogdanov 1995.
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being plunged into oblivion (as is now the case), these views should be taken
seriously, coming as they do from informed praktiki with experience on the
ground. At the very least, their arguments tell us how WITBD was understood
by its first enthusiastic audience.

The core of the Russian underground before 1917 was the local revolutionary
committees, found mainly in the large industrial cities, with strong roots in
the worker milieu. As Liadov argued, these committees were democratic in
spirit, even if not in composition or formal rules.4 Although non-workers
always remained a majority at committee level, there was a strong norm in
favour of recruiting workers into higher positions. Furthermore, and most
crucially, the committees’ only chance to survive and thrive came from the
support of the worker milieu and the demands for ‘guidance’ arising out of
that milieu.

These local committees felt themselves to be the local representatives of a
nation-wide party. Central party institutions existed but could hardly enforce
their will – indeed, factional disputes made it hard to come up with a coherent
will or, once having got that far, making that will known to local committees.
Such unity as there was came about principally through the message preached
by central party newspapers and by roving ‘illegals’, that is, full-time activists
not tied to any one locality but providing informational links among local
units and between them and the centre.

The bread-and-butter activity of the underground revolved around illegal
literature: getting it from outside, creating it locally, distributing it, discussing
it. Out of this central task arose several well-defined specialities, such as
propaganda, agitation, transport of literature and so forth. In times of greater
excitement, the underground aimed at ‘guiding [rukovodit’]’ strikes, street
demonstrations, or any combination of the two, up to and including an
uprising aimed at overthrow of the autocracy.

The main threat to the viability of the underground was unrelenting tsarist
repression, not only in the direct form of arrests but also in the intensely
demoralising form of infiltration by informers, a problem which only grew
larger as the years went on. It is a miracle that the underground survived at
all. It managed to do so because of its roots in the worker milieu and because
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of the creation of a nation-wide framework. It also developed a series of rules
for preserving secrecy – so-called konspiratsiia – that did not come close to
eliminating, but at least minimised, the damage done by repression and
infiltration.

Given the very nature of an illegal underground, the Russian revolutionary
movement had to rely on widespread shared norms. I hesitate to label these
‘the culture of the underground’, since ‘culture’ all too often signifies an
unreasoning, unreflecting inheritance, thus giving rise to empty explanations
of the type ‘Group A did or believed X or Y because it had a culture of X or
Y’. The norms of the underground were widely shared because people had
good reasons to believe they were essential to the working of a valued
institution.5 Among these norms could be found a commitment to preserving
roots in the worker milieu, to recruiting workers into party structures, to
maintaining high standards of konspiratsiia, to according high status to full-
time illegals, to creating an efficient division of labour, to overcoming local
horizons and seeing oneself as part of a larger whole, and, finally, to using
party newspapers to give concrete content to this sense of unity. All these
norms found eloquent expression in WITBD.

This description of a relatively long-lasting institution abstracts from its
history: its period of gestation, its days of defeat and of triumph, the conflicts
within it, its manner of leaving the world and finally its impact on the society
around it. This history has yet to be written.6 Here, I will describe the early
development of the Russian Social-Democratic underground as described in
the historical accounts of the Lenin loyalists of 1904–6 (most extensively by
Liadov in his party history of 1906). All these writers saw this history as an
instance of the overarching narrative of the merger of socialism and the worker
movement.

Starting in the early 1890s, a Russian Social-Democratic movement began
to emerge in various places throughout Russia. The activities of these early
praktiki were not co-ordinated in any way and, indeed, were usually not even
aware of each other’s existence. Two local Social-Democratic groups could
start up in the same city in complete mutual ignorance. Nevertheless, because
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6 Important chapters in this history can be found in Lane 1969, Elwood 1974,

Melancon 1985, Rice 1988, Melancon 1990, Morozov 1998, Melancon 2000.
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of their common sources of inspiration, these scattered local groups shared
certain common features. One was ‘the principles of world-wide Social
Democracy’. Liadov states that the main inspiration for the praktiki did not
come from Plekhanov or the draft programme of the Emancipation of Labour
group but rather directly from the Erfurt Programme, that is, from practical
Social Democracy rather than theoretical Marxism.7 The SPD model – a
revolutionary party tied to a mass worker movement and demonstrating 
in practice the value of political freedom to a socialist movement – showed
the way.

In similar fashion, the home-grown source of inspiration was not the
theoretical ‘legally-permitted Marxism’ that became a fad among the Russian
intelligentsia in the mid-1890s but the actual local militant worker movement.
If there was a local stikhiinyi movement of worker resistance to employees,
a local Social-Democratic group survived and thrived – if not, not. The
contribution of praktiki was to give purposive form to this already existing
movement. According to Liadov, the workers were the ones who transformed
the intelligenty who came in contact with them into Social Democrats and
revolutionaries.8 Perhaps Lenin himself is an example of this process, if we
can take seriously the remarks made by his widow Krupskaya at Lenin’s
funeral:

His work among the workers of Piter [St. Petersburg], conversations with

these workers, attentive listening to their speeches gave Vladimir Ilich an

understanding of the grand idea of Marx: the idea that the worker class is

the advanced detachment of all the labourers and that all the labouring

masses, all the oppressed, will follow it: this is its strength and the pledge

of its victory.9

Thus, in contrast to Narodnaia volia, the Social-Democratic Party grew up out
of the periphery and was not implanted from the centre.10 Liadov describes
three possible paths forward from Russian Social Democracy’s original state
of scattered organisations that had durable local roots but no connection to
anything larger. One was represented by the Plekhanov group who were
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7 Liadov 1906, 2, p. 49; Liadov 1911, p. 7.
8 Liadov 1906, 2, pp. 3–15, 50.
9 Pravda, 27 January 1924, reprinted in Vospominaniia o V.I. Lenine 1969, 1, pp. 574–5

10 Liadov 1906, 2, p. 49.
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conditioned by the experience of Narodnaia volia, as well as the many long
years spent abroad with no sign of a home-grown Social-Democratic movement.
They put forth a plan of ‘a militant, strictly centralised organisation, with
strict rules of konspiratsiia – an organisation of revolutionary Social Democrats,
a staff that would prepare itself for recruiting an army’, once political freedom
was obtained. They did not understand the nature of the already existing
Social-Democratic movement and they overestimated the possible contribution
from the ‘freedom-loving’ intelligentsia as a whole. This plan was a non-
starter.11

A second organisational current was so eager to recruit and organise an
army that they forget the aims of the battle. ‘The old banner of revolutionary
Social Democracy frightened off the average [massovoi] worker – this banner
must be furled and, finally, thrown aside’.12 This was the economist current.

The third current slowly and gradually took shape among the veteran
praktiki (of which Liadov himself was one). The plan here was ‘to expand as
much as possible the framework of a secret organisation, and, while preserving
intact the konspiratsiia character of the [party] staff, connect it with a whole
series of threads to the mass’.13 Lenin’s 1897 pamphlet Tasks of the Russian
Social Democrats was an expression of the views of this whole generation of
Social-Democratic praktiki.

Combining the necessary secrecy of an illegal underground with the
preservation of ‘threads’ to the workers was, of course, no easy task. Two
things made it possible. One was that (as Mikhail Olminsky put it in 1904)
‘a Social-Democratic milieu, one that is revolutionary in mood and outlook
even if in not completely purposive fashion, already exists’.14 Olminsky
illustrates with the example of the job of distributing leaflets. The police are
perforce reconciled to the existence of a thriving Social-Democratic milieu
and do not persecute opinion but only action, such as the distribution of
leaflets. Yet a local Social-Democratic organisation is able to quickly and
efficiently do this job without detection. If several people simply grabbed a
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11 These automatic assumptions about organisation may account for Akselrod’s
stand in the 1903 debate over the definition of a party member. For more discussion,
see Chapter Nine.

12 Liadov 1906, 2, p. 63.
13 Liadov 1906, 2, p. 64.
14 Shutskever 1925, pp. 146–7.
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pack of leaflets and started handing them out right and left, they would very
soon be arrested or even be followed by the police to the underground printing
press. So a special distribution organisation exists under local committee
guidance. One person breaks up the original shipment and hands them to
several agents. Each of these distributes only to, say, five apartments, but
each of these, in turn, distributes to five more apartments, and so on through
several levels. So, at least when running properly, we see a specialised technical
apparatus that preserves the rules of secrecy while still working within a
thriving Social-Democratic milieu.15

The other factor making possible a secret organisation with links to the
mass was a drive for organisation from below. According to Liadov, already
by the 1890s

the worker masses had pushed forward from their milieu significant cadres

of rank-and-file, [under-officers] and officers, who insistently desired to be

genuinely organised so that their revolutionary energy, their already awakened

thirst for activity, could be used as it should.16

These two factors – the existence of a specifically Social-Democratic milieu
and the drive for organisation from below – meant that the workers set the
tone, no matter what the formal rules were or what the composition of the
city committee itself. Olminsky adds the point that the intelligentsia participants
in the movement were usually still quite young and, at least for the time
being, isolated from their own intelligentsia milieu.17

The great challenge facing these local committees that they could not solve
entirely with their own resources was isolation. Even getting all the Social-
Democratic groups in one locality into constant contact with each other was
a problem, much less maintaining contact with Social-Democratic committees
in other towns. Isolation was a threat not only in space but in time, since the
local committees faced a massive challenge in maintaining any sort of continuity
given the constant arrests and the police break-ups of organisations. Add to
this the chance personal disputes and the sheer inexperience of the young
praktiki, and the odds favouring continuity were slim. Liadov describes the
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situation in Petersburg after arrests led to the arrival of fresh blood. There
was a Moscow praktik who scorned the intelligentsia, a Tula praktik who felt
the intelligentsia should set up a ‘socialist university’, and a Kazan praktik
whose experience had not given him any clear idea of what the ‘purposive
worker’ (the key figure in the Social-Democratic movement) was all about.18

Under these circumstances, the actual direction of policy was erratic and
unpredictable. Thus, the hopes placed on greater centralisation had strong
roots in the experience of the local praktiki. The young Stalin, writing in 1905,
evoked the hopes that the party praktiki placed on the Second Congress in
1903: ‘At last! – we exclaimed in joy – we have lived to see unification into
a single party, and we will receive the possibility of acting according to a
united plan!’.19

For Liadov, the slow and empirical work of adapting the basic principles
of international Social Democracy to Russian conditions was not carried out
‘by individuals or by circles of theorists, but by the collective creativity of all
Social-Democratic organisations’. This assertion also applied to the tactical
innovations in the movement’s history, from strikes in the mid-nineties to the
general strike in autumn 1905.

I affirm without fear and I undertake to prove with facts in hand that not

a single tactical method of struggle that was actually applied in practice

was ever dictated by one or other of the ‘leaders’ [lidery]. In every case at

the beginning was a nameless collective groping. The ‘leaders’ caught up

these methods brought forth by life in a fashion more or less appropriate,

more or less timely, and raised them up into a general watchword.20

From this point of view, what accounted for Iskra’s success in 1901–3? Was
it (using the rhetoric of Soviet historians) Lenin’s insights of genius that
inspired a generation of revolutionaries – or (making the same kind of Lenin-
centred explanation from a different point of view) Lenin’s plan for a party
of a new type that would disenfranchise the inherently reformist workers?
No, the cause was rather that Iskra, and Lenin in particular, showed that they
understood the problems and aspirations of the praktiki. Given the prior
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18 Liadov 1906, 2, pp. 15–26 (on the purposive worker, see Chapter Six).
19 Stalin 1946–52, 1, p. 90.
20 Liadov 1911, p. 8 (written by Liadov after his break with Lenin).
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existence of many scattered local Social-Democratic groups, national party
unity could not be created by fiat from above, and given the need for secrecy
and konspiratsiia, it could not for practical reasons be built from below, that
is, by having the committees connect with each other, build up regional
organisations, and so forth. It could only be achieved, so to speak, from the
middle – by winning over the local committees to a common platform via
an émigré newspaper. Thus, Rabochee delo got it completely wrong when it
accused Iskra of by-passing the existing committees and trying to create the
party out of nothing, like God’s spirit moving over the waters.

Iskra’s and WITBD’s organisational plan also showed a close acquaintance
with the concrete problems of the praktiki. Lenin always made his pitch for
his organisational plan by showing how it could help the praktiki do their job
better. As the Bolshevik writers saw the situation when looking back, it was
not Iskra but the workers who won over the committees. Initial resistance
and incomprehension on the part of the committees crumbled as Iskra’s wager
on the stikhiinyi upsurge – the explosive politicisation of the workers – proved
justified. The workers put demands on the committees of a kind that could
only be satisfied by reorganisation in an Iskra direction. ‘The complete success
of Iskra was secured by the very course of events in Russia’.21

Needless to say, this entire picture is disputed by Western scholars. Or,
rather, not disputed, but completely ignored. For these Western scholars, any
sign of worker creativity or self-assertion is a protest and rebuke to the plans
for intelligentsia domination made by Russian Social Democracy in general,
by Iskra in particular, and by Bolshevism without doubt. For my part, I support
the main thrust of the early Bolshevik analysis, once we broaden it beyond
factional partisanship and include other Social-Democratic organisations (most
importantly the Jewish Bund and the Poles) and non-Social-Democratic
organisations (the Socialist-Revolutionary Party). The non-ethnic-Russian
Social Democrats were often in advance of the ethnic Russians, and the Socialist
Revolutionaries successfully took over much of this Russian underground
model once it was in place.

The core of the case made by Liadov, Baturin, Olminsky, Bogdanov and
others is the collective creativity of local praktiki in adapting Erfurt principles
to Russian conditions, creating a set of institutions based on a partnership of
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revolutionary intellectuals and purposive workers. These institutions claimed
to give purposive form to the innate revolutionary drive of the workers. One
certainly does not need to subscribe to the Russian underground’s self-narrative
to argue that there was sufficient popular revolutionary feeling and sufficient
purposive organisation during the years 1895–1917 to permit the socialist
underground not only to play a major role in Russian politics but, perhaps,
to constitute the essential motor that forced the pace of events.

The general plausibility of this conclusion can be established by some
statistics gathered by late-Soviet and post-Soviet Russian historians. These
statistics are based on an impressively comprehensive set of data concerning
the worker movement, revolutionary organisations, and the participants of
the Social-Democratic movement in particular. They show a fairly steady
growth in the worker movement, in the revolutionary underground, and in
worker participation in the overall anti-tsarist ‘liberation movement’. It is
difficult to believe that these trends are not interconnected.

The total of strikes and non-strike forms of protest in each year are as
follows:22

Total actions Number of Worker Participants

1895 350 80,000
1896 364 64,000
1897 732 152,000
1898 815 165,000
1899 880 163,000
1900 655 100,000
1901 911 176,000
1902 694 147,000
1903 2,244 (29% of total) 363,000 (24% of total)

During these years, there was thus a total of 7,600 strike and non-strike actions,
involving something like 1.5 million participants (about 30% of the total of
worker actions occurred in 1903). Note that 1901 – the year in which WITBD

was conceived and written – was a year of relative upsurge.
During the same years, the organisational structure of the socialist

underground was proliferating. The following figures represent Social
Democracy (including the Jewish Bund), Socialist Revolutionaries and illegal
trade unions:23
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Committees, circles, groups Provinces

1895 50 25
1898 135 37
1901 163 52
1903 405 (plus 300 lower groups) 68

In 1898, there were organisations in 54 populated centres. By 1903, this figure
had grown to 312. In 1903, 85% of these organisations were Social-Democratic
(again including the Bund). ‘Iskra-oriented committees’ were something like
35% of all underground organisations.

Combined with this growth in the number of local organisations were
energetic attempts to create central co-ordinating party institutions. In 1903,
besides the Second Congress of the Social Democrats, there took place a
conference of the Latvian Social-Democratic Party, a congress of Rosa
Luxemburg's Polish Party and a conference of the Polish Socialist Party, a
congress of Bund organisations, a Belorussian socialist assembly, the
Revolutionary Ukrainian Party and the Jewish organisation Poalei-Zion.24

Our next set of numbers is based on an extraordinarily complete set of
biographical data on the Social-Democratic movement compiled by V. Nevsky
and others in the 1920s and early 1930s but never completely published or
properly analysed. In the 1980s, the Soviet historian Vladilen Lozhkin used
the data to come up with a figure of approximately 3,500 members of Social-
Democratic organisations in all the years prior to the Second Congress. Based
on a sample of over one-third of the total, Lozhkin came up with these
percentages for worker membership in the party.25

Years Percentage of Worker Membership
1883–93 42%
1892–3 47%
1895–6 51.6%
1902–3 56.1%
Joined in 1904 62%
Revolutionary period (1905–7) 71%

Two-thirds of the worker Social Democrats at the turn of the century were under
the age of twenty-four (a fact which should be kept in mind when assessing
their participation in higher party bodies). Only a very small percentage –
seven per cent – were women, and most of these came in the 1902–3 period.
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Of course, the percentage of workers drops as we go up the hierarchy.
Given the general impression in the Western literature of a party entirely run
by the intelligentsia, I was rather struck to read that 45% of local committee
members during the period 1883–1903 were workers, with a preponderance
of worker committee members in the last two years (76% of all worker
committee members).26 The following figures are also revealing. Lozhkin’s
sample (35% of all participants) includes 167 authors of books, articles and
leaflets. These include 108 intelligentsia authors and 59 worker authors. A
similar proportion obtains for propagandists.27

At the same time, the number of worker participants in the overall liberation
movement was going up. According to the Soviet historian Iurii Kirianov,
workers constituted 15% of all those arrested for political crimes in the years
1884–90. By 1901–3, the percentage had gone up to 46%. Kirianov also notes
the steady rise in the number of street demonstrations by workers, a clear
sign of politicisation.
Year Number of Street Demonstrations

1901 51
1902 61
1903 142
1904 178

Kirianov notes that, although the strike movement greatly abated in 1904,
the number of demonstrations continued to go up. Kirianov’s statistics also
show the great preponderance of the non-ethnic Russian border provinces in
the demonstration movement, including Poland, Belarus (home of the Jewish
proletariat), Baltic provinces and Ukraine.28

This whole complex of institutions can also be considered a gigantic machine
for getting out the word. In this connection, one of the most eloquent statistics
is the astounding rise in the number of leaflets issued by the underground.
In 1901, 459 leaflet titles were issued.29 By 1903 this figure had risen to 1,400
titles – on the order of thirty times the amount issued in 1895. During the
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26 Lozhkin 1983, p. 79. According to Allan Wildman, workers were ‘systematically
excluded’ from local Social-Democratic committees during these last two years (Wildman
1967, p. 251). I do not know how to reconcile this statement with Lozhkin’s findings.

27 Lozhkin 1983, p. 78.
28 Kirianov 1987, pp. 134–5, 188.
29 Rabochee dvizhenie 2000, p. 601 (this figure is based on leaflets that still leave traces

in the archives).
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whole period (1895–1903), something like three and a half thousand titles
were issued.30

This enormous increase in the number of illegal leaflets could hardly have
occurred if the organisations issuing them had not felt that their message was
being greeted by a receptive audience – not necessarily a convinced one but
certainly an interested one. We also have to assume that the organisations
had effective roots in the worker milieu that made possible proper distribution
of the leaflets. Some idea of the potential impact of these leaflets can be
gleaned from remarks of V. Ivanshin writing in 1900 about the Social Democrats
in Ekaterinoslav:

The proclamation issued about the beating of workers by army troops in

Mariupol was disseminated in 3000 copies. ‘In March, No. 1 of the newspaper

Iuzhnyi rabochii came out in 1,000 copies – too little. Soon afterwards was

issued a pamphlet ‘Dream before May 1’ in 3,000 copies; this had a big

success – 3,000 was too small. 12,000 copies of ‘May Day Leaflet’ were

prepared for May 1. . . . The demand for literature from the workers is

enormous.31

And what was the message sent by the leaflets – ultimately a common message
despite the great variety of specific subjects? First, the socialists are on the
workers’ side and are ready to help them fight their battles – this was the
message coming through all the leaflets describing specific factory abuses.32

Second, the worker movement cannot achieve any of its goals without the
overthrow of the autocracy and the achievement of political freedom. This
message came through more insistently as the years went on. Thirdly, workers
everywhere have a special mission to fight injustice. This three-part message
was summed up in the watchwords that became more and more a standard
feature of the leaflets: ‘Proletarians of all countries, unite! Down with the
autocracy! Long live political freedom! Long live the worker movement!’33

The leaflets were not the only medium for this message. The street
demonstrations conveyed the same basic message with dramatic intensity:
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red banners carrying the essential watchwords, revolutionary songs, visible
violation of tsarist decorum, violent scuffles and heroic dedication. Face-to-
face agitation, ranging from one-on-one conversations to mass rallies during
general strikes, also continually conveyed the message.

It is hard to assess the impact of the underground’s message because it
cannot be measured by, say, the number of workers demonstrating at any
one time at the urging and with the guidance of underground committees.
Still, the ‘channels’ of which Lenin spoke must have been extraordinarily
blocked up for the essential content of the message not to have percolated to
very wide strata of the workers and other non-Éite classes. The message may
have been rejected or shrugged off at any one time but its existence would
be noted. The insightful remarks of Michael Melancon point to the ultimate
impact of the socialist underground. Melancon asks why, in February 1917
after the overthrow of the Tsar, were the Russian masses able to clearly
distinguish between socialists on the one hand and liberals and conservatives
on the other, and why did they unambiguously chose socialists to represent
them as soon as they could speak freely? Melancon’s answer is based on his
study of the anti-war agitation during the First World War, but I believe his
conclusions have wider import:

The workers, soldiers, peasants, and large portions of the intelligentsia

elected socialists to represent them because the SRs [Socialist Revolutionaries]

and SDs [Social Democrats] had been involved not only in underground

organisations but in other groups such as unions, health funds, co-operatives,

factory circles, student organisations, and zemstvos and had taken part 

in strikes, demonstrations, and campaigns. . . . The socialists and their

programmes were familiar to the mass segments of society. Dramatic proof

of this arose when, on the very first day of the revolution in each locality,

workers and soldiers (followed a little later by peasants) elected individual

SRs, Mensheviks, and Bolsheviks, in many cases from among their midst,

to represent them in soviets and other political bodies. Thus their socialist

preferences were not only clear but instantaneous. Only long-time socialist

activism on a mass basis would account for this development.34
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Terms of art

How do the organisational arguments of WITBD fit into the evolution of the
institutions of the underground? The best approach to this question is to
elucidate Lenin’s use of technical terms used by members of the underground.
Two of these terms – ‘artisanal limitations’ [kustarnichestvo] and ‘revolutionary
by trade’ [professional’nyi revoliutsioner] – are original coinages by Lenin. Others,
such as konspiratsiia and proval, were current previously. On the assumption
that widely accepted coinages and technical terms fill a felt need by those
involved in a concrete activity, and in view of the translation problems posed
by these terms, a detailed look is called for.

Most short summaries of WITBD tell us that Lenin advocated a ‘conspiratorial
organisation’ or a ‘conspiratorial élite’. And indeed Lenin uses the term
konspiratsiia and allied forms often enough in WITBD (forty times, to be precise).35

Yet his usage of the term is effectively concealed from readers of English
translations. The first translator, Joe Fineberg, occasionally translated, say,
‘principles of konspiratsiia’ as ‘principles of conspiracy’, but later translators
correctly felt that this was seriously misleading. They therefore substituted
‘secrecy’ or some such term.

In its way, ‘secrecy’ is not a bad translation. Nevertheless, hiding Lenin’s
use of the term konspiratsiia is not a satisfactory solution. The reader of English
translations is barred from having a grounded opinion on the accuracy of the
textbook description of his views. The profound contrast between konspiratsiia
and conspiracy is totally obscured. The very existence of a central theme in
the outlook of all Russian underground activists remains unknown. In his
memoirs, Trotsky recalls that as a young man the very word konspiratsiia was
endowed with romantic prestige (‘We knew that links with the workers
demanded a great deal of konspiratsiia. We pronounced this word seriously,
with a respect that was almost mystical’).36 He did not mean that he could
hardly wait to plot and scheme.

A concise definition of konspiratsiia is ‘the fine art of not getting arrested’.
It encompassed all the rules of secrecy necessary to carry on illegal activities
without the knowledge of the police – rules that were supposed to become
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second nature to underground activists. Lack of skill in konspiratsiia would
lead to a disastrous proval, that is, arrests that gutted a local organisation. The
technical meaning of proval and konspiratsiia are thus closely linked.

This technical meaning of proval – one which is not reflected in modern
dictionaries – was part of the slang of underground activists faced with the
grim probability of arrest.37 The root meaning of the parent verb is to fall
down or to collapse. This meaning is extended metaphorically to mean ‘to
disappear’ and ‘to fail disastrously’, and in particular ‘to fail an exam’. In his
memoirs, Martov recounted how embarrassed he felt as a young man when
he gave away too much information in a conversation with some more
experienced activists. He felt as though he had failed [provalilsia] his exam in
konspiratsiia.38 And indeed, a proval was not only a waste of scarce resources
and at least a major disruption for a local organisation – a proval also carried
a charge of humiliating failure, of letting one’s comrades down. Translators
have always faced difficulties with proval.39 The best solution is to keep it in
Russian, thus preserving the aura of an expressive technical term.

The aim of konspiratsiia – to avoid a proval by the police – meant inculcating
secrecy and to this extent konspiratsiia overlaps with ‘conspiracy [zagovor]’,
as Lenin points out in WITBD.40 Yet, as political strategies, the two are
fundamentally opposed. Russian Social Democracy defined itself against the
earlier Narodnaia volia strategy of a conspiracy aimed at government overthrow,
as we saw earlier in Lenin’s 1897 polemic against Lavrov.41 Instead of focusing
on a conspiracy, a one-time event carried out by a few individuals (even if
the conspirators found it expedient to take advantages of simultaneous popular
disorders), Social Democracy focused on the long-term project of raising the
awareness and purposiveness of the worker class. Konspiratsiia was needed
in order to protect the integrity of this project under autocratic repression.
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37 When Lenin used the term in 1900, he still felt the necessity to put it in quotes
(Lenin PSS, 4, p. 323).

38 Martov 1975, p. 174.
39 For example, in the Penguin edition edited by Robert Service (Lenin 1988), proval

is translated as break–up, discovery and arrest, arrests, raids, police raids, police raids
and arrests, round-up, police break-up.

40 Lenin PSS, 6, p. 136 [000]. I originally intended to translate the Russian word
zagovor as ‘plotting’, but I switched to ‘conspiracy’ in order to bring out the essential
contrast between konspiratsiia and conspiracy.

41 This polemic is contained in Tasks of the Russian Social Democrats, discussed in
Chapter Two.
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Thus, while conspirators seek to restrict information to as small a circle as
possible, the aim of konspiratsiia is to get the word out to as wide a circle as
possible. Both populist conspiracies and Social-Democratic konspiratsiia set out
to achieve the political freedom that would make conspiracies and konspiratsiia
unnecessary, but konspiratsiia did so by creating a space for open politics even
under police-state conditions. Thus a more recent example of konspiratsiia is
the samizdat of the dissident movement during the post-Stalin era.

A vivid example of the significance of konspiratsiia is found in Lenin’s riposte
to Prokopovich’s remark that konspiratsiia was necessary for a conspiracy but
not for a mass movement. Prokopovich argued that ‘the mass certainly cannot
proceed along secret paths. Is a secret strike possible?’. In reply, Lenin asserts
that a strike indeed cannot be a secret for its immediate participants, but it
surely can remain a secret for the Russian worker class and society as a whole.
The job of konspiratsiia is to overcome the secrecy imposed by the police.42

Given this meaning of konspiratsiia – one that existed long before WITBD –
what are Lenin’s specific arguments in WITBD? Lenin directly confronted the
following issue: is a mass organisation possible given the necessity of strict
konspiratsiia? Using Liadov’s terms, the question can be phrased: how can we
combine konspiratsiia with threads to the worker milieu?43 Lenin advocates
centralising the konspiratsiia functions of the movement and restricting
participation in them to as few people as possible. But Lenin’s proposal to
limit participation in konspiratsiia is presented alongside his proposals to
expand participation in other kinds of party organisations. He argues that this
semi-mass participation is made possible only by relieving such organisations
of konspiratsiia tasks. He also hopes that the combination of strict and loose
konspiratsiia will allow the Russian underground at least to emulate the SPD
model of a party-led movement. Whatever the cogency of Lenin’s proposal
to centralise and restrict konspiratsiia functions, his aim is clear: to make a
mass movement possible under the autocracy.44
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concrete recommendations for local organisation (PSS, 7, pp. 1–32). The Letter is often
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with manifold threads that connect it to a supportive worker milieu. A full examination
of the Letter, unfortunately, cannot be undertaken here.
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Lenin also argues that formal democratic institutions such as elections
within local organisations are dangerous because they violate konspiratsiia.
Elections and other kinds of formal rules allow the police to infiltrate and to
locate the leaders.45 On the other hand, a culture of konspiratsiia – a widespread
recognition of its importance and of the need to train oneself to follow its
rules – could strengthen the democratic nature of the movement. One of the
reasons for intelligentsia predominance in leadership positions was a
widespread perception of worker carelessness at konspiratsiia. The more the
workers understood the need for konspiratsiia, the easier to recruit them into
the leadership. Lenin also felt that only a more solid grounding in konspiratsiia
skills would make an elected national party congress and central committee
possible.46

Lenin also used konspiratsiia considerations as an additional argument
against wasting time and resources on local underground newspapers. The
elaborate apparatus of konspiratsiia needed for such an newspaper would
hardly be able to recoup its losses given the narrow scope of the enterprise.47

Carter Elwood writes in his study of the Social-Democratic underground that

the establishment of an underground printing press and the publication of

an illegal paper was the most difficult act in the Social-Democratic repertoire.

It required money to buy the typographical equipment, men with experience

to run the presses and education to write the articles, and good conspiratorial

technique plus a bit of luck to keep one jump ahead of the police.48

It was rare for any of these papers to publish as many as ten issues. Semën
Kanatchikov, later a Bolshevik, recalled with pride the ten issues of Rabochaia
gazeta (Worker News), a newspaper he and his worker comrades (without
intelligentsia participation) published in Saratov in 1901–2.

From a [konspiratsiia] standpoint, the printing and publication of The Workers’

Newspaper were so well organised that, when many of us were later arrested,

and the gendarmes charged some of us with direct or indirect participation
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45 Lenin PSS, 6, p. 119 [000].
46 Lenin PSS, 6, pp. 159, 179 [000]. See Chapter Nine for the importance of the

principle of congress sovereignty for the Bolsheviks.
47 Lenin PSS, 6, p. 168 [000].
48 Elwood 1974, pp. 142–3.
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in putting out the newspaper, they were incapable of proving anything. And

today, when we find ourselves in possession of the archives of the gendarme

office, we can see how little was revealed there about the identities of the

paper’s organisers and collaborators.49

Martov’s memoir account of the evolution of the norms of konspiratsiia in the
early 1890s gives us what we cannot get from WITBD, namely, a concrete sense
of what some of these norms were. Newly arrived in Vilno, Martov was
talking to some of his new Social-Democratic comrades and telling them
about underground circles in Petersburg. At one point, he mentioned that his
own circle kept apart from populist circles because of their inadequate
konspiratsiia. At this remark, his new friends smiled at each other and proceeded
to lecture Martov on his own lack of konspiratsiia. True, he had not mentioned
names, but he nevertheless had provided useful clues to the whereabouts of
these circles in the course of conversation with people he hardly knew – a
violation of elementary rules. Martov felt he had failed a test and was extremely
irritated with himself.50

The stress on konspiratsiia grew up not only in Vilno but in several other
of the Social-Democratic organisations that sprouted up in other towns, since
it was a simple matter of survival. Martov recalled that ‘long experience of
work in one place developed these elementary rules of konspiratsiia to the
point of virtuosity, and I later had occasion to realise how these elementary
rules had become part of my flesh and blood’.51 Never name each other or
others in the organisation, even when talking face to face; never appear on
the streets with a package, no matter how innocent looking; never give signs
of recognition when passing others on the street; never go straight to a meeting
place; lower your voice when talking in an apartment (these were the days
before room bugs); never ask unnecessary questions. The elementary rules
worked out in this period achieved results, although at the expense of a great
deal of psychological and even physical energy.

When the Social Democrats moved from an exclusive focus on propaganda
(small circles concentrating on education of a small number of workers) to
broad-based agitation, this original system seemed too unwieldy. Before the
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St. Petersburg textile strikes, for example, a Social-Democratic activist would
walk from one neighbourhood of Petersburg to another rather than taking a
street car on which a police tail could less easily be detected. When the strikes
started and the tempo of Social-Democratic work increased, this particular
bit of konspiratsiia was regarded as a luxury. But, as often happens when a
system of strict morality is rejected, there followed a period of ‘de-konspiratsiia’
and excessive carelessness.

Only in the succeeding stage of development, in the Iskra period, was there

a resurrection of konspiratsiia, enriched by new experience and relying on

an infinitely more developed technique that allowed organisations to operate

with illegal activists, with genuinely konspirativnyi apartments and using

division of labour. But this konspiratsiia was already more complex and

flexible, shorn of those features of naivete and dogmatism that characterised

the first half of the 1890s.52

In absolute terms, the underground’s konspiratsiia was never very effective.
Especially in the years following the 1905 revolution, arrests and especially
infiltration led to repeated provaly. Lenin himself was responsible for a
spectacular breach of konspiratsiia: the unknowing election of the police
informer Roman Malinovskii to the Bolshevik Central Committee in 1912.53

When reading memoirs from this period, one wonders how the underground
managed to stay in existence. The conclusion must be, not that konspiratsiia
was useless, but, rather, that a strong emphasis on the norm of konspiratsiia
was absolutely necessary for the survival of the underground.

The textbook description of WITBD as arguing for a ‘conspiratorial
organisation’ is, thus, highly misleading. If it means that Lenin advocated
the organisation of conspiracies or that he wanted party organisation that
had no ties to the workers, the textbook interpretation is simply wrong. If
this description really refers to konspiratsiia – that is, the fine art of not getting
arrested – then Lenin did not advocate konspiratsiia so much as he simply
took it for granted as a valued organisational norm. All other Social Democrats,
including those used as polemical targets in WITBD, also took this norm for
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to say on the relations between workers and Social Democrats).
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granted. The textbook description of WITBD thus does not clear up but, rather,
compounds the confusion between konspiratsiia and conspiracy.

Konspiratsiia was a long-standing term in the argot of the underground but
kustarnichestvo was a Lenin coinage. Translators have had difficulty with the
term, rendering it variously as ‘primitive methods’, ‘primitiveness’, ‘amateurism’
and Utechin’s rather charming ‘rustic craftsmanship’. I have decided to
translate kustarnichestvo as ‘artisanal limitations’. This rendition aims at bringing
out the system of images Lenin meant to evoke with this term.

The kustar was an artisan or a handicraftsman who worked in a very small
establishment and for a very restricted market. The kustar himself may have
been very skilled but his work (at least from a Marxist standpoint) was
inefficient, time-consuming, costly and liable to disruption, due mainly to the
small scale of his activities. According to the Communist Manifesto and Kautsky’s
Erfurt Programme, kustar-type production is the starting point of a process
that leads to the growth first of a national and then an international market.
A larger scale of production allows technical advance and an organisational
division of labour that consigned kustar production, without regret, into
eventual oblivion (Social Democrats were not William Morris types). Paralleling
the nationalisation and then internationalisation of the economy is the formation
of nation-wide classes. As these nation-wide classes grow aware of their
common interests, they create modern political parties analogous to modern
industry because of their reliance on the functional specialisation made possible
by the national scale of their activities. Modern political parties thus stand
in contrast to the earlier face-to-face politics of personal dependence in the
same way that modern industry stands in contrast to the kustar.54

Lenin was invoking this scenario when he labelled the existing state of
party relations as kustarnichestvo. The key themes in the kustar metaphor were
fragmentation, isolation and narrow horizons of local party organisations.
The resulting inefficiencies were not caused by the lack of skill on the part
of the local praktiki but rather by the constraints of their position. The kustar
was a necessary stage of institutional evolution but it was a stage that must
also necessarily be transcended. The time had come to modernise The move
beyond the kustar stage had always been a goal but now it was urgent, due
to the stikhiinyi upsurge and the growth of a nation-wide revolutionary situation.
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The scenario informing Lenin’s argument lay behind the remark of British
scholar John Rae writing in 1883: ‘Marx sought, in short, to introduce the
large system of production into the art of conspiracy’.55

I came up with the term ‘artisanal limitations’ after listening to a Montreal
radio news show on which an official of a Quebec savings-and-loan association
was being interviewed. The official – a francophone speaking English – said
that the savings and loan banks had now ‘passed the artisanal stage’. No
English speaker would have put it this way and yet it showed me that
something resembling the Social-Democratic scenario about artisans/kustari
was alive and well. Taking my cue from the francophone official, I translate
kustar as ‘artisan’, the representative of a certain stage in economic and
organisational evolution. Kustarnichestvo becomes ‘artisanal limitations’ in
order to bring out Lenin’s essential point: the present party organisational
framework has become too cramped and restrictive – only a national framework
is up to the demands of the moment.

In his pre-WITBD writings, Lenin’s use of kustarnichestvo was meant to evoke
a stage in institutional evolution rather than any negative attitude toward
the party ‘artisans’ – the local praktiki – or any condescending attitude toward
the problems caused by this objective situation.56 In 1901, Lenin’s use of the
term becomes more hostile and charged. Kustarnichestvo becomes an ‘ism’,
that is, not only an objective situation but a resistance to change justified by
theoretical arguments. The disputes with Rabochee delo and Nadezhdin
undoubtedly contributed to this change. Perhaps the essential reason, however,
was Lenin’s growing conviction that the narrow horizons of the local praktiki
were the cause of economism, rather than economist ideology being the cause
of narrow horizons.

An explosion in a letter of July 1901 to an Iskra agent in Russia illustrates
this feeling. Lenin was highly exasperated that even Iskra supporters just did
not understand about the necessity of one national newspaper being the only
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55 Rae 1884, pp. 127–9. The full passage is given in Chapter One.
56 This usage of the term is reflected later in a passing remark by Nikolai Bukharin,

when in 1914 he wrote that the Moscow ‘liquidators’ (a Social-Democratic faction)
‘were then [1910] still to a considerable extent going through a kustar period, and
many liquidators carried out exclusively kustar work in legal institutions, not giving
any thought to the creation of an all-Russian organisation of whatever type’ (Voprosy
istorii 1993, No. 9, p. 118).
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efficient use of very scarce resources. He lectured his correspondent, who had
proposed setting up of a regional underground newspaper:

Instead of a struggle with the narrowness that compels the Petersburger to

forget about Moscow, the Moscovite to forget about Petersburg, the Kievan

to forget about everything except Kiev – instead of accustoming people to

carry out an all-Russian cause (we’ll need years to accustom people to this,

if we want a political party worthy of the name) – instead of all that, to

encourage limited artisanal work and local narrowness . . .

Artisanal limitations are a much fouler enemy than ‘economism’, because

it is my deep conviction that the most profound roots of economism in life

come precisely from artisanal limitations.57

Thus, in WITBD, the ‘wretched kustar’ becomes someone who besmirches the
prestige of the Russian revolutionary with his narrow horizons and his refusal
to hone his konspiratsiia skills.58 But, despite outbursts of this sort, the key
element in the kustar image remains the fragmentation and isolation that is
inevitable prior to the existence of effective national institutions.

In 1901–2, when no central party institutions existed, Lenin could scold 
the praktiki and urge them to put more of their energy into overcoming
kustarnichestvo by co-operating with Iskra. Later on, the tables were turned
and the praktiki put the blame for their own devastating sense of isolation on
the inefficiency of the central institutions. One member of the Kiev Social-
Democratic organisation later recalled the alarming situation in 1911:

[there were] no satisfactory ties with the Central Committee of the party.

Party literature was received infrequently from abroad, individual leaflets

and odd newspapers of various factions reached us by chance and usually

from unexpected sources. We were generally poorly informed about intra-

party matters . . . and to a remarkable extent carried out work on our own

initiative.59

The mention of newspapers in this description points to their key role in
overcoming isolation and providing a sense of unity. Lenin’s arguments in
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WITBD are specifically focused on the use of a newspaper in providing unity
prior to the existence of central institutions and thus making possible the
creation of such institutions. Nevertheless, much of his discussion describes
the unifying role of party newspapers in the underground at all times. No
party newspaper came close to matching Lenin’s ideal party organ – and,
yet, once again, we can say that the existence of a strong norm about the role
of newspapers was vital to the underground. The norm is expressed in a
resolution of a Bolshevik-dominated party meeting (Prague conference) in 1912:

It is necessary to keep in mind that fact that systematic written Social-

Democratic agitation and especially the dissemination of a regularly and

frequently issued illegal party newspaper can have great significance in the

establishment of organisational ties between illegal cells as well as between

Social-Democratic cells in legal worker associations.60

This resolution uses the term ‘cell’ for the lowest unit of party organisation.
This term was not yet current when Lenin was writing WITBD and instead he
uses kruzhok or ‘circle’ (more literally, ‘little circle’). The term ‘circle’ was first
used in Social-Democratic jargon in the early 1890s to mean the study circles
aimed at propaganda, that is, intensive instruction of a small number of
workers. Thus, the term kruzhkovshchina often means ‘the period when the
main activity of the Social-Democratic movement was propaganda circles’,
with the implication of excessive focus on this type of activity. In this sense,
kruzhkovshchina stands in contrast with the following period of mass agitation.

Over the next decade, the local Social-Democratic circles took on new tasks –
including agitation itself – and gradually became the lower level organisations
of the proto-party.61 The circles represented the local parts of the party
organisation at a time when the whole as such had no institutional expression.
After functioning central institutions were created by the Second Congress
in 1903, the term ‘cell’ was adopted, precisely to emphasise that these lower-
level organisations were parts of an existing whole.

In 1904, after central party institutions had been created, the term ‘circle’
was used to evoke the earlier period when local circles had acted independently
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and without organisational discipline – because, of course, there existed no
central organisation that could discipline them. Both Bolsheviks and Mensheviks
accused each other of still acting in the spirit of kruzhkovshchina, the time
when circles reigned.62 These later negative usages should not be projected
back into WITBD. In his 1902 book, Lenin discusses the problems besetting the
circles with critical sympathy and presents himself as a circle praktik himself.63

Despite all the inadequacies he describes, the only unforgivable sin for Lenin
is to refuse to try to better oneself or – even worse – to encourage complacency
in others by pseudo-theoretical arguments.64

Some idea of the circle system can be gleaned from a set of rules for the
Petersburg organisation in fall 1900. Lenin sharply criticises these rules in
WITBD.65 He nevertheless takes for granted that their general picture of local
Social Democracy is correct and aims his strictures toward the excessive
formality and complication of the rules as violating konspiratsiia.66 The rules
state ‘Political conditions require organising the workers via separate groups
(circle system)’. In each factory, there is a central group composed of ‘the
most purposive and energetic workers’. This group seems to be self-selected,
at least in the beginning. One of their duties is to organise further circles.
(Although Lenin ridicules for its extensive formality a rule stating that circles
should be no more than ten people, ten appears to have been the normal size
of a normal circle or cell.) Members of a circle strictly supervise the entry of
new members (only on the recommendation of two current members and
only when not blackballed by any existing member). The member of the
central group who organised the circle is assumed to be its representative to
higher bodies until such time as someone else is elected by the circle.

Thus, the circles were organised, as it were, from the middle (factory central
group) down. It is hard to get a clear idea of the actual operation of the
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elective principle within this system (that is, within a small elite of ‘purposive
workers’ chosen in the first place by co-optation). Sometimes, Carter Elwood’s
study of the underground in Ukraine gives the impression of an organisation
controlled from below by the cells (the erstwhile circles under a new name).67

Thus, the key position of a secretary-organiser for a party committee above
the factory level is supposed to have been chosen by circle representatives
from among their own number. But, elsewhere, we are told that ‘other officers,
especially the secretary-organiser and the treasurer, were if possible professional
revolutionaries employed full-time by the party. But such professionals were
always in short supply [and] professionals stayed in a town on average only
about three to six months’.68

The lack of clarity in Elwood’s account is probably accurate. The link
between the circles and the higher bodies had to be mutually acceptable to
both for the system to work – to the circle/cells because the members of these
groups could leave at any time and to the upper bodies both for reasons of
konspiratsiia and because of the team feeling (what was then called comradeship)
that was a necessary precondition for underground work. Neither election
nor delegation could be applied in strict logic, and they were not. The system
rested on informal adjustments.

When Lenin scoffs at the possibility of election within the underground,
he seems to have in mind, not elections of a representative by a small circle
of less than ten people, but broad, contested open elections involving a whole
factory or more. Furthermore, he assumes that anyone familiar with the
underground will realise the absurdity of the ‘utopian’ dream of relying on
such elections under the autocracy.69 He seeks to give the impression that
opponents such as Rabochee delo favour this type of election, his aim being to
make them look foolish. In reality, neither Rabochee delo nor the St. Petersburg
rules advocate elections of this type.70 Everyone knew that such elections
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were impossible. The practical dilemma underlying the problem of election
and ‘democratism’ was yet another aspect of the central dilemma confronting
the underground as a whole: how to preserve a democratic spirit without
formal democratic rules, how to combine roots in the worker milieu with
konspiratsiia.

Revolutionaries by trade

Lenin’s most famous coinage in WITBD is revoliutsioner po professii or
professional’nyi revoliutsioner. This is always translated, naturally enough, as
‘professional revolutionary’, but this rendition creates difficulties. In Russian,
at least when Lenin wrote, professiia meant ‘trade’, that is, a specialised branch
of economic activity. Thus, any factory worker was associated with a professiia,
so that the word was not restricted to the ‘liberal professions’ of the middle
class. In particular, ‘trade unions’ were professional’nye soiuzy.

This use of the word professiia is not an arcane linguistic fact but a blatant
textual reality in WITBD, since Lenin has a fair amount to say about trade
unions, organising by trade, and so forth. Other types of professiia are not
mentioned. Thus, the metaphor of the revoliutsioner po professii has strong
links within Lenin’s text to the professii of the workers in general. To preserve
these echoes, I translate both revoliutsioner po professii and professional’nyi
revoliutsioner as ‘revolutionary by trade’.

What are some of the aspects of a worker’s trade (or ‘skill’, another possible
translation of professiia) that might be activated in Lenin’s metaphor of
underground activity as a trade? A trade implies a set of skills that need to
be learned in order to do a good job. Someone who is outstanding at her
trade probably has special aptitude for it but even more crucial to her success
is the seriousness with which she seeks to acquire the necessary skills. Long
experience is also needed for true excellence. A trade is a full-time occupation,
as opposed to an amateur diversion. Being good at one’s trade is a source of
pride and of esteem both from self and others.

A factory worker’s trade or skill stands in contrast to a rural artisan’s craft
skills. A worker’s trade allows (or forces) her to be part of a large impersonal
organisation. The worker can apply her trade anywhere that a similar
organisation exists. A worker’s trade can lead to feelings of solidarity not
only with those in the same trade but also with all workers who share a sense
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of pride in what they do. On the other hand, learning a trade and becoming
skilled in it is a way to move up in the world.

At one point or another Lenin activates all these aspects of the ‘trade’
metaphor. Especially striking is the appeal to workers to take up the trade
of underground activist. Several times Lenin urges the worker to ‘make himself
over’ [vyrabotyvat’sia] into a skilled revolutionary by trade. Doing so requires
high seriousness and (here, the connotations of the English word are
appropriate) a professional attitude. As noted earlier, Lenin surrounds the
image of the full-time revolutionary by trade with an aura of social mobility.
Within the brotherhood of this trade, there will be no division either among
the workers themselves or between the workers and the intelligentsia.

We should note aspects of the metaphor that are not activated by Lenin.
Members of a trade try to band together to protect their interests against their
employers. As Lenin himself points out, following Kautsky, one of the
limitations of the economic struggle taken by itself is that it tends to divide
the workers by trade rather than give them a sense of general class solidarity.
Lenin sometimes uses ‘professional’nyi struggle’ to mean ‘pursuing one’s special
interest’. In this sense, all groups in society engage in a professional’nyi struggle.71

But Lenin never implies that the revolutionaries by trade will act in this self-
regarding manner. Perhaps he should have.

The metaphor of a trade does not carry some of the implications an English-
speaker might import into the word ‘professional revolutionary’. A ‘professional
revolutionary’ might be thought of as akin to a professional soldier, a mercenary
who goes from trouble spot to trouble spot, selling his skills. Or a ‘professional
revolutionary’ might be like a doctor or a lawyer – a prestigious middle-class
expert who tells the ignorant worker what to do. There is, in fact, no implication
in the metaphor itself that the revolutionary by trade is a non-worker intellectual
(of course, Lenin realises that, at the time of writing, a majority of full-time
revolutionaries in Russia were non-workers). On the contrary – the intellectual
is satirised for lack of seriousness in learning a trade. Thus the ultimate aim
of the metaphor is to portray the revolutionary as part of the worker’s world,
as a fellow skilled labourer in the great factory of revolution.

‘Revolutionary by trade’ was an evocative metaphor and it caught on fast.
Yet, upon examination, there are some peculiarities in the way Lenin presents
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it in WITBD. Unlike Lenin’s other coinage, ‘artisanal limitations’, Lenin had
never used ‘revolutionary by trade’ previously.72 Yet he never says ‘I have a
new term here which I’d like to introduce and here’s what it means’. Reading
WITBD, you might get the impression that it was already a term in common
circulation. Furthermore, it is found exclusively in Chapter IV (plus one
mention in the final chapter). During the first three chapters, Lenin discusses
all sorts of crucial topics, including the ideal leader (people’s tribune vs. trade-
union secretary) – but nary a mention of the revolutionary by trade.

It is also quite hard, in fact impossible, to pin down who exactly the
revolutionaries by trade are and the exact role Lenin sees them playing in
the Party. Mostly, it appears that the specific skill of the revolutionary by
trade is konspiratsiia, the fine art of not getting arrested or (as Rabochaia mysl
put it) the fight with the political police. (The term konspiratsiia also does not
appear prior to Chapter IV.) On other occasions, however, the professiia
metaphor is associated with division of labour, with expertise in various
underground specialities such as propaganda, agitator, distribution of literature,
agent for false passports, and the like. There is more than a little clash between
the images of romantic konspiratsiia and these prosaic cogs in the revolutionary
organisation. Finally, the idea of long experience and skill in one’s trade is
associated with the top leaders of a party such as Bebel and Liebknecht in
Germany.

Similar difficulties arise when we try to identify the place in the party
organisation occupied by the revolutionaries by trade. Is it all party members?
Probably not.73 Is it all those who are occupied with konspiratsiia functions?
Sometimes this seems to be the case, but other times this definition seems
too narrow (since a propagandist or agitator by trade need not be heavily
involved with konspiratsiia) or too broad (since revolutionary by trade sometimes
connotes a full-time specialist, on salary from Social-Democratic organisations,
moving from place to place). Although the full-time specialist was later seen
as the archetypal revolutionary by trade, the textual links in WITBD itself
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between the term and this particular definition are few, vague and rather off-
hand.74 In any event, this group was truly a small number of people.

I believe we must accept ‘revolutionary by trade’ as an evocative metaphor
but not as a fully thought-out or even partially thought-out conception. In
fact, the term seems to have been a last-minute improvisation prompted by
the following passage in Nadezhdin’s Rebirth of Revolutionism:

At present [the intellectual] does not give himself to the revolutionary cause

completely, three quarters of his life slips away in working at some statistical

office or running around to teach lessons, and only a pitiful fraction of the

day is devoted to revolutionary work. This last is not the only and not the

exclusive motor of his existence, but something that is subordinated to a

significant extent to personal and family concerns. When asked about his

professiia, the present-day revolutionary cannot, putting his hand on his

heart, say, as Zheliabov did: my job is revolutionary activity.75

Lenin does not cite this passage, but we know he read it, most likely just
prior to writing Chapter IV.76 The origin of the phrase shows that the first
meaning of the metaphor is ‘full-time commitment’, as exemplified by Aleksei
Zheliabov, one of the leaders of Narodnaia volia. It also shows that his use of
the term comes from a chance remark encountered at the last minute rather
than any long-held definition. This origin helps account for the way the
metaphor is used in the text. After he started using the term, he realised how
evocative it was and started applying it rather opportunistically whenever
some aspect of the metaphor served his turn. For example, in the second use
of the term (about ten pages into Chapter IV), Lenin uses it to make a contrast
between the qualities shared by all workers that are sufficient for economic
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74 Lenin PSS, 6, pp. 133, 171 [000].
75 Nadezhdin 1903, p. 79. This passage is discussed in another context in Chapter

Six.
76 In the section in Chapter III entitled ‘What is common between “economism”

and terrorism’, Lenin analyses Nadezhdin’s arguments in favour of terrorism and
cites passages right before and after this passage (Lenin cites pp. 64 and 68 of the first
edition of Rebirth of Revolutionism). Even more conclusively, in a footnote in Chapter
IV, he says about Nadezhdin’s Svoboda group that ‘their heart is in the right place but
not their brain. Their inclinations are excellent, their intentions are of the best, and
the result is sheer confusion’. An example of their good intentions is the attempt ‘to
call to life again the revolutionary by trade’. He gives Rebirth of Revolutionism as his
source but without page number (Lenin PSS, 6, p. 125 [000]).
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struggle vs. the special aptitudes needed for revolutionary underground work.77

But he did not take the time for any sort of focused discussion of what exactly
he had in mind – partly because he did not have anything exact in mind. I
have the feeling that, since he had just read it in Nadezhdin, he did not fully
realise the novelty of the term. In any event, neither in the introduction to
the book as a whole or in the epilogue did it occur to him to use the term in
summarising his message.

‘Revolutionary by trade’ was thus a rhetorical enforcement of Lenin’s
various organisational arguments and not a new conception in itself. We
should take care not to read too much into it and, in that spirit, I will go over
a number of things the term does not represent, at least in WITBD. First of all,
the term is not the centrepiece of a ‘party of a new type’. The content of the
term as it emerges in WITBD is (unsurprisingly) based on the SPD model of
a party organisation made up of full-time specialists. The connection to the
SPD model is stated fairly overtly in a famous five-part description of the
organisation of the revolutionaries by trade.78 The first three parts of this
description are said to apply to revolutionary organisations in general and
only the last two are restricted to autocratic countries. These first three parts
state (a) any revolutionary movement requires a permanent organisation of
leader/guides [rukovoditeli]; (b) the broader the mass participation in the
movement, the greater is the need for a secure organisation to avoid going
off-course; (c) this organisation will for the most part be made up of people
who treat this activity as their trade [professiia]. This portrait of a revolutionary
organisation in a free, non-autocratic country could only be the SPD and, in
fact, each of these points can be illustrated by Lenin’s invocations of the
German example.79

Lenin does not waste time defending the necessity for an organisation of
full-time revolutionary activists. He, rather, treats it as a commonplace that
his opponents will find impossible to refute. He quickly turns his attention
exclusively to the parts of the description relevant to the underground in an
autocratic country. The last two parts in the five-part definition summarise
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Chapter IV.

78 Lenin PSS, 6, pp. 124–5 [000].
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an argument we have examined earlier: if you restrict participation in
konspiratsiia, you will be able to broaden participation in other aspects of the
movement.

What else does the term ‘revolutionary by trade’ not mean? The term is
not used to imply any new conception of the tasks of the underground. The
broad tasks remain the same: propaganda and agitation that spread
enlightenment and organisation, guidance in the class struggle. The more
technical functions – distributing literature, running an underground printing
machine, forging passports – were also long familiar ones. Lenin is not telling
the praktiki to reconceive their jobs. Lenin’s message to the praktiki is: you can
increase the efficiency of what you are now doing, if you take konspiratsiia
skills more seriously and if you become part of a nation-wide organisation
that can provide support services (for example, providing illegal literature
or faking passports).

Lenin is not proposing any monopoly of decision-making by the
revolutionaries by trade. In general, WITBD has little to say about party
governance. Take the following vignette concerning economic struggle:

Again there is here no particular reason to formalise things. Any agitator

with even a spark of understanding of what he is doing can find out in

complete detail from a simple conversation what kind of demands the

workers want to bring forward. Having found out, he will be able to transfer

it to the narrow – not broad – organisation of revolutionaries so that they

can make an appropriate leaflet available.80

Taken by itself, this vignette implies that the crucial decision in this situation –
what demands to fight for – flows upwards from the workers to the agitators,
while the specific job of the revolutionaries by trade is just to prepare the
leaflet. Presumably, somebody tells the agitator to write down worker demands;
presumably, the basic source of local authority is the city committee; and,
presumably, this committee is formed by a combination of self-appointment,
co-optation and elected representatives of lower circles. We have to presume
all this because Lenin himself has his attention fixed on other problems.

Certainly, there is not the slightest hint that the trade of revolutionary is
restricted to the intellectuals – on the contrary, the recruitment of workers to
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this trade is treated as a goal of the highest priority.81 The opposite impression
comes from running together Lenin’s comments about intellectuals and his
comments about ‘revolutionaries by trade’. But the scandalous passages about
the intellectuals are all in Chapter II of WITBD, whereas the ‘revolutionary by
trade’ is confined to Chapter IV. There is no textual justification for taking
the alleged arguments about ‘intellectuals’ and applying them to the
‘revolutionary by trade’.

Of course, Lenin recognises that at the time of writing, most full-time
revolutionaries are not originally from the worker class. But, neither then nor
later, is there any logical or factual reason for us to equate ‘revolutionaries
by trade’ with intellectuals. According to the study of worker membership
quoted earlier in this chapter, 48% of pre-Second Congress ‘revolutionaries
by trade’ were of worker origin. The same study indicates that the total
number of revolutionaries by trade during this period is quite small – no
more than two hundred.82

During the years 1907–14, intelligentsia support for Social Democracy
dropped away and the full-time roving revolutionary was even more likely to
be a worker (or, if you prefer, an ex-worker). Indicatively, Lenin was sanguine
about this shift in social composition while others, such as Trotsky, were more
worried.83 The lesson for us is that these shifts in social composition could
take place without altering the concept of ‘revolutionary by trade’ one iota.

Textbooks commonly suggest that Lenin’s definition of a party member at
the Second Congress was meant to restrict the membership to revolutionaries
by trade. This is incorrect. First, Lenin explicitly said at the Congress that his
definition was meant to include not only the members of the konspiratsiia
parts of the organisation but all the looser organisations discussed in WITBD.84

Second, as we see from Lozhkin’s numbers, the revolutionaries by trade were
only a small number of the people who were party members according to
Lenin’s definition.

The revolutionary by trade cannot be equated with Lenin’s ideal
revolutionary leader. As we saw in the last chapter, the core of Lenin’s ideal
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is the image of the inspired and inspiring leader. To this core, Lenin now
adds the idea that the revolutionary leader should take seriously the skills
of his own trade. In explaining why he thinks a party organisation staffed by
workers will be invincible, Lenin lists the freshness of the worker’s socialist
convictions (the inspired leader), the unbounded confidence given him by
the worker mass (the inspiring leader), and, finally, the professial’nyi skill
[vyuchka], without which the proletariat cannot fight its highly trained enemies.85

A similar evocation of the ideal revolutionary lists konspiratsiia skills along with
theoretical understanding, initiative, and resemblance to a people’s tribune.86

Lenin’s other words for leaders all seem more highly charged than
‘revolutionary by trade’. Korifei summons up the inspiring heroes of the 1870s,
vozhd’ indicates a widely-known spokesman for a class or outlook, ‘narodnyi
tribune’ is meant to be highly dramatic, and even the standard word ‘leader/
guide’ [rukovoditel’] evokes images of strikes, demonstrations and, in general,
being in the thick of things. In contrast, the passionately anonymous custodian
of an underground press or the secretive forger of passports are no doubt
serving the cause but in a rather undramatic way. No wonder that the
revolutionary by trade is associated in WITBD with such low wattage terms
as ‘specialisation’, ‘function’, division of labour’, and ‘detail worker’.87

In fall of 1905 – just as the revolution was approaching its climax – the
Menshevik-controlled Iskra thought it proper to devote its pages to two long
articles with hostile analyses of a book published by Lenin three and a half
years earlier. Despite their different approaches, both Parvus and Potresov
agreed that WITBD expressed (in Potresov’s words) a cult of the revolution by
trade.88 This theme of a cult has been taken up by academic specialists. But
the Russian revolutionary underground did not need Lenin to give it a romantic
self-image or inspire it with the idea of heroic self-sacrifice for the revolution.
Take Rakhmetov, the striking figure depicted in Chernyshevsky’s What Is to
Be Done?. Rakhmetov gave up all personal life for the revolution, slept on a
bed of nails to test his own toughness, and so on. Rakhmetov was a role
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model for Social-Democratic activists long before WITBD, as revealed by none
other than Lenin’s foe Boris Krichevskii, the editor of Rabochee delo, in 1899.
Krichevskii praised Chernyshevsky’s novel because it ‘brought forth in it the
mighty figure of Rakhmetov, the type, just emerging then, of the revolutionary,
or more precisely, the prototype of future heroic martyrs for freedom and the
welfare of the working people’.89

The underground as a whole took Lenin’s rather prosaic image of the
revolutionary by trade and moulded it in a Rakhmetov spirit that was alien
to the way Lenin had used it in WITBD. Take this revealing if telegraphic
comment by Viktor Chernov, the vozhd’ of the Socialist Revolutionaries:

Revolutionary by trade. A roving apostle of socialism, a knight who punishes

evil-doers. In his way, a magnificent type of person. His university: prison.

His degree exam: police interrogation. His life-style: konspiratsiia. His sport:

a contest with the police in cleverness and elusiveness. The episodes of his

life: escape from prison. His vocational training: techniques of passport,

dynamite, and coding. His life: propaganda and agitation.

The London Social-Democratic Congress [in 1905]: 338 persons with 597

years of police supervision, prisons, exiles, forced labour. Average age: 28.

710 arrests, 201 escapes. The London conference of the Socialist Revolutionaries

[in 1908]: 61 people with 228 police searches, 146 prison stretches, 121 years

of internal exile, 104 years of prison, 88 years of forced labour.90

In Chernov’s account, the revolutionary by trade gains authority because he
is tough enough to be arrested and to escape. In WITBD, the revolutionary by
trade gains authority because he is too smart to get arrested. Lenin wants the
revolutionary by trade to be careful and self-controlled, while, for Chernov,
he is tough and energetic. Lenin’s image is the creation of the man who later
collected a fine from his leather-coated commissars when they were late for
Politburo meetings.91
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89 Rabochee delo, No. 4/5 (September/December 1899), p. 11 (article marking the
tenth anniversary of Chernyshevky’s death). For more on Social-Democratic admiration
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conference of the Socialist Revolutionaries, see Morozov 1998, pp. 614–15.

91 Rigby 1979.
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Chernov’s comment shows us that, like some of Lenin’s other terms of art,
‘revolutionary by trade’ quickly became the property of the entire underground
(although, obviously, not always in the same spirit as the original usage).
Another indication of this broad usage comes from Vladimir Akimov, a
Rabochee delo editor who stood on the far Right of Russian Social Democracy.
While Akimov violently attacked WITBD for its formulations about bringing
awareness from without, he was also angry at Lenin personally – for asserting
that he, Akimov, did not see the necessity for an organisation of revolutionaries.
Did not Lenin know that Akimov had been a revolutionary by trade for over
a decade!92 So soon and so universally did ‘revolutionary by trade’ become
a term of honour. (In fairness to Akimov, he did have a particularly good
claim to the title of ‘revolutionary by trade’. Despite all the talk about inculcating
the skills of konspiratsiia, one of the few textbooks in this matter was Akimov’s
popular pamphlet How to Conduct Yourself Under Questioning.)93

Lenin, I think, did himself have a cult of the inspired and inspiring Social-
Democratic leader. The specific aim of the image of the revolutionary by trade
was to inject some sobriety into this cult. It is not enough to be brave and
energetic, it is also vital to be skilled enough to be able to continue work for
more than a few months. Not everybody can have dashing, dramatic roles
in the great revolutionary drama – the detail man, the anonymous cog in the
machine, should also be appreciated for his service to the cause.

This combination of enthusiasm and modesty is very much in the Erfurtian
spirit. Kautsky calls on anybody who wants to carry out the tasks set out by
Marx and Engels to do their Kleinarbeit, their prosaic job, as diligently as
possible, while filling their thoughts with a broad-ranging sense of socialism
that united all aspects of the proletarian movement into one ungeheure Ganze,
a giant whole.94 In the 1920s, Stalin coined an even more striking formula:
combine Russian revolutionary sweep [razmakh] with American attention to
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92 Akimov 1969, p. 322. Describing his own organisational plan, Akimov emphasised
the need to base the organisation on the purposive workers in the factories. ‘Connected
with these organisations there should be organisations of professional revolutionaries
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93 Akimov 1900 (Akimov’s pamphlet was 47 pages long and saw a second edition
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94 Kautsky 1908, p. 37.
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business [delovitost’].95 All of these formulae have the same aim of combining
the organisation man with the revolutionary.

Lenin’s thoughts on the organisational question can be expressed – perhaps
can only be expressed – in the argot of the underground. Brush up your
konspiratsiia skills and become a revolutionary by trade so that your kruzhok
is not destroyed by a proval. Working together on a nation-wide newspaper
and its political agitation will help the praktiki escape from the ‘artisanal
limitations’ inherent in isolated and fragmented committees and make their
guidance of the worker movement more effective. Such are Lenin’s proposals.
They arise out of the common aspirations and the practical problems of the
underground. Even those who opposed Lenin’s specific proposals used this
vocabulary – and what is more important, the implied norms – to explain why.

Democracy in the underground

Lenin was originally a democrat in the true Marxist sense. He believed in

democracy inside the party; and he also believed that the party could never

carry out a successful revolution until Russia had become an industrial

country with a large urban proletariat, politically organised and converted

to socialism. He wanted to create a highly disciplined, revolutionary party

restricted to militants, but not because he thought that such a party could

establish socialism without the help of a large and democratically organised

proletariat. The party must be kept pure so that it could pass on the pure

doctrine to the masses; but until the masses were indoctrinated there could

be no socialist revolution. This was his genuine belief until the very eve of

the October revolution; but when the opportunity offered he did not hesitate

to seize it.96

John Plamenatz – a British scholar who was in no sense a Marxist or a Lenin
partisan – wrote these words in 1947. As a description of Lenin’s views in the
Iskra period, I endorse Plamenatz’s words one hundred per cent. My aim in
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this section is to sort out the issues so that we are not bogged down in
vague assertions about who was and who was not ‘for democracy’. Democratic
organisation is an issue for Lenin at three levels: society as a whole,
relations between Party and class, relations within the Party. We shall take
these up in turn.

As Lenin said again and again, the most urgent priority in his political
programme was achieving political freedom in Russia. Anyone – within or
without Social Democracy – who did not share this priority was Lenin’s
political enemy. In his writings from this period, the advantages of political
freedom are much more vividly brought out than the advantages of socialism.
When he talks about ‘revolution’, he means ‘the revolution to overthrow
absolutism and establish political freedom’. Our commentary has stressed
this point throughout and no further discussion is needed at this point.

We next consider the relations between Party and class. A Social-Democratic
Party did not see the worker class as just another interest group nor did it
see itself as an interest group association serving the views of the worker
class at any one time. Consequently, Social Democracy did not hold itself
democratically accountable to the worker class as a whole – on the contrary,
it rejected such accountability as contrary to its own mission of bringing
socialist awareness to the workers. Lenin accused various Social-Democratic
opponents of erasing the distinction between Party and class but his charges
are not plausible if taken literally. Any and all Social Democrats believed in
the mission of bringing the good news of socialism.97

On the other hand, Social Democracy could only survive and thrive to the
extent that it gained support from the worker class through democratic means
under conditions of political freedom. It simply did not enter the conceptual
universe of any Social Democrat – including Lenin – to consider any other
way of doing it. Lenin passionately desired political freedom because he wanted
to duplicate the SPD success in convincing the workers of the historical
mission by means of good reasons vividly presented. This simple and central
fact in itself reduces the plausibility of the standard interpretation of the
stikhiinyi passages almost to zero.

Turning now to democracy within the Party – that is, within the community
of those committed to the Social-Democratic mission – we remind ourselves
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that mass parties were a relatively new phenomenon. Many observers who
took a close look at these new parties decided that they were not and perhaps
could not be democratic. One such observer was a Russian writer who
completed his magnum opus on party organisation in March 1902. This
writer’s name was Moishe Ostrogorski, whose massive classic investigation
of the British and US mass parties was published in English and French.
Ostrogorski demonstrated at length the anti-democratic nature of such modern
innovations as machine politics.98 Another classic on party organisation focused
directly on Social Democracy and particularly the SPD. Robert Michels’s book
of 1912 used the SPD as an a fortiori argument to support his proposed ‘iron
law of oligarchy’. The SPD was a party with the strongest possible commitment
to internal democracy and yet was essentially run by a permanent oligarchy.
This outcome arose not because of any evil plot but through the immanent
laws of organisation that were stronger than any ideological commitment to
democratic procedure.99

‘The party organisation “substitutes” itself for the Party, the Central
Committee substitutes for the party organisation, and finally, a “dictator”
substitutes himself for the Central Committee.’100 This famous quotation can
be read in two different ways, depending on what meaning we give to
‘substitute’. We can understand this word the normal way, or we can
understand it in the way Trotsky actually used the word in his anti-Lenin
pamphlet of 1904. Trotsky’s actual meaning is elucidated in the next chapter.
The sentence only seems prophetic when we do use the normal meaning
rather than Trotsky’s. But, understood this way, Trotsky’s dictum is little more
than a dramatic paraphrase of the iron law of oligarchy. Michels even has a
chapter on the ‘cult of personality’ that surrounded the top leaders of the
Western socialist parties.

Trotsky’s statement seems prophetic because it predicts later developments
in the Bolshevik Party. But, as the overlap with Michels shows, see Trotsky’s
words as a prophecy about Lenin in particular is highly misleading. We should
also be wary about easy connections between Lenin’s ‘undemocratic’ proposals
for centralism, discipline and professionalism on the one hand and the political
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culture of Russian autocracy on the other. Lenin’s organisational values were
completely in the mainstream of Western Social Democracy. As Michels
demonstrates, they did indeed have undemocratic consequences, but they
did so under conditions of political freedom and with the participation of
activists whose democratic convictions cannot be doubted. One might, in fact,
argue that the Russian underground was forced to be more democratic than
the SPD in some respects, because the constant arrests prevented the formation
of a permanent élite and because support for the Party remained not only
voluntary but highly dangerous.

Russian Social Democrats were forced to live in the underground and, as
they themselves were well aware, this situation did place grave limitations
on party democracy. Problems existed on two levels: the relation between the
local leadership and the central party institutions, and the relation between
the bulk of local activists and the local leadership. Very few Social Democrats
of either faction were prepared to argue for local ‘democratism’ – that is,
control of underground committees by local party members using elective
procedures. This comes out in Martov’s comments at the Second Congress
in support of his membership definition. Martov wanted to expand the number
of party members, but he certainly had no intention of allowing these party
members to run or even to control in any way the workings of the secret
parts of the organisation. He wanted people who provided various services
for the Party to feel like genuine members of the Party but ‘the question of
rights and responsibilities is decided by the declaration: “Okay, here’s your
work [Vot vam rabota]”’.101 There were people at the Second Congress who
genuinely wanted to expand elective democracy at this local level – Vladimir
Akimov and his sister Lydia Makhnovets – but these people accurately saw
that Martov was working from very different assumptions.

At the higher level – the relation between local committees and the centre –
there was a greater effort to observe democratic norms. As the Menshevik
writer Panin put it in 1904:

The local committees, headed by their [nation-wide] central institutions, as

a system of organisations complete unto itself, carries out within its boundaries
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in the most thorough-going fashion the ‘principle of democratism’. The

congresses, the highest instance of the Party, to which committees send their

delegates – the election at these congresses of central institutions responsible

to them – this is thorough-going democratism. In the same way, the most

effective organisation of party activity presupposes full organisational

centralism to the greatest extent possible.102

WITBD’s argument stands within this Russian Social-Democratic consensus
about democratic norms within the Party. On the local level, Lenin labels any
attempt to use electoral procedures to control the workings of the local
organisations ‘playing at democracy’. Lenin’s rationale for this phrase is as
follows: you ask for democratic procedures under underground conditions?
That shows you do not have a clue about what real democracy is all about.
In a real democracy, such as the German SPD, there is full glasnost and the
activities of party officials are completely transparent. Transparency is impossible
in the underground, where no one is supposed even to know any leader’s
real name. To try to have democratic elective procedures without transparency
is to be undemocratic. In rejecting these formal elective procedures under
underground conditions, we are not criticising democracy but, rather, a parody
that ‘plays at democracy’.103 The most striking thing about Lenin’s argument
is not its widely-shared feelings about ‘democratism’ in the underground,
but its naïveté about the power of elections, transparency and glasnost in
Western Social-Democratic parties.

If we take Lenin’s argument in WITBD seriously, then we would predict that
if political freedom came to Russia, he would dramatically alter his views on
local party organisation. For a brief moment in late 1905, Lenin was convinced
that ‘the proletariat had conquered political freedom for Russia’ and he
instantly called for a very broad electoralism in the Party. His sigh of relief
in escaping the stifling underground is heartfelt.104
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Lenin was a supporter, even under underground conditions, of the second
level of democracy within the Party: the relation between local committees
and central institutions. Democracy at this level meant that the sovereign
authority in the Party was a congress comprised of representatives of local
organisations. Iskra’s whole strategy of winning local committees over to Iskra
was based on this assumption. In 1904, the charge of violating the principle
of congress sovereignty was the main accusation of the Bolsheviks against
the Mensheviks (see Chapter Nine).

Another topic bearing on democracy is ‘freedom of criticism’ within the
Party. Chapter I of WITBD is devoted to this topic and makes clear Lenin’s
hostility to the slogan ‘freedom of criticism’. Does this show Lenin’s lack of
understanding of the basics of political freedom? We can skip over the details
of the polemic with Rabochee delo for the time being (see Annotations Part One).
To understand the general argument, we must be aware that ‘criticism’ was
a code word in both German and Russian Social Democracy for ‘revisionism’,
that is, criticism of basic Marxist tenets. The question brought up by the
presence of revisionists within the Party is: to what extent can a voluntary
organisation dedicated to propagating a particular world-view tolerate
influential voices in its ranks that cast doubt on important aspects of this
world-view? How does one decide when legitimate debate within the world-
view crosses the line to challenging the fundamentals of the world-view itself?

This is, of course, a difficult problem for any principled political organisation
(and not only political ones). In the particular case before us, Rabochee delo
opined that even Eduard Bernstein had not crossed the line and Lenin (speaking
for Iskra) was scandalised by such an assertion. Lenin thus comes heavily
down of the side of ideological purity. His argument may strike us as illiberal,
especially given later heresy-hunting in the Communist movement.
Nevertheless, the argument as presented in WITBD is not illiberal. This is
because Lenin is assuming that Social Democracy is a voluntary organisation
without coercive power and that alternatives for political action exist. In a
liberal society (one with political freedom), voluntary organisations are not
only allowed to enforce ideological conformity – they are encouraged to do
so. The vigour of a liberal society depends on the effective presentation of
coherent and competing world-views.105
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Lenin is not a liberal and does not use the argument I made in the previous
sentence. He is a Marxist Social Democrat, and this means he assumes the
desirability of political freedom and voluntary choice. Even under the
underground conditions created by the repressive autocracy, the existence of
free choice among political alternatives is simply a bedrock reality. Thus, in
one of Lenin’s Iskra articles, he actually welcomes ‘criticism’:

And you know something? – I’m prepared to agree with the widespread

opinion that we should welcome ‘criticism’, since it brings movement into

an allegedly stagnant theory. . . . Yes, I am ready to shout ‘Long live criticism! –

on the condition that we socialists bring an analysis of all the bourgeois

sophisms of fashionable ‘criticism’ as widely as possible into our propaganda

and agitation among the masses.106

‘Criticism’ outside the Party is fine, it may keep the Social Democrats on their
toes – ‘criticism’ of basic values inside the Party is intolerable, it is the first
step toward the dreaded Credo programme of turning Social Democracy into
a tool of bourgeois radicals. Throughout this period – and, I believe, all the
way to 1917 – Lenin actually urges non-Marxist groups to organise and to
represent social strata that (according to Marxism) do not have a direct interest
in socialism but will fight for political freedom.

Lenin was not alone in advocating intolerance toward revisionism in the
Party. Plekhanov in particular was even more obsessed with kicking Bernstein
out of the German Party and repudiating ‘criticism’ than Lenin. In an Iskra
article of 1903, Plekhanov argues that there is a great difference between
freedom of speech within the Party and freedom of speech in the society at
large.107 As far as I know, Lenin’s argument against ‘freedom of criticism’ was
not included in any Social-Democratic critique of WITBD.

Political freedom barely existed in the Soviet Union for most of its history.
At some future date, I hope to explore why this happened and what role
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Lenin played in the eventual outcome. Just for that reason, I say nothing on
this topic here. All that needs to be said is that WITBD’s arguments about
democracy do not make Stalinist tyranny easier to explain – they make it
harder to explain.

Reader survey

Would the first readers of WITBD be surprised or perhaps even shocked by
its organisational arguments? Or did Lenin express ideas that were in the air
and searching for an effective spokesman? We can approach an answer to
this question by looking at some organisational opinions produced before,
during and shortly after the appearance after WITBD. We cannot say how
widespread these opinions were among Social-Democratic praktiki, but we
can certainly say they existed.

In November 1900 – before the first issue of Iskra had seen the light – there
appeared an article in Rabochee delo called ‘Organisational Tasks of the Russian
Worker Movement’. The author was V. Ivanshin, pilloried in WITBD because
of his compliment (a restrained one, as we noted earlier) to Rabochaia mysl.
Judging from WITBD’s description of Rabochee delo and of Ivanshin in particular
as ‘economist’, we should expect arguments that stand in strong contrast to
those of WITBD.

I give a detailed paraphrase of this article because its author and its date
allow us to establish a number of important points. In itself, the article is a
good account of the organisational evolution of Russian Social Democracy
up to 1900. The extensive overlap with Lenin’s organisational programme
strengthens my case that the Rabochee delo group cannot seriously be labelled
‘moderate economist’. The article also shows that the thrust of many of Lenin’s
proposals in WITBD were already in the air. This fact, in turn, helps to explain
Iskra’s success.

Looking back, Ivanshin divides the development of the Social-Democratic
movement in Russia into three periods, each marked by a distinctive means
of reaching the workers. The first, corresponding to the period of small
propaganda circles, relied mainly on face-to-face verbal messages. The second
period began in 1895–6, when Social Democracy began to take on the attributes
of a mass movement. ‘Social Democracy stood at the head of the stikhiinyi
movement and began to bring into it awareness, that is, to facilitate the
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development of class awareness among the workers’.108 The principal means
of influence in this second period was illegal printed literature, particularly
in the form of leaflets inspired by local economic disputes. The leaflets were
a substitute for the various channels of influence open to Social Democracy
in free countries: worker meetings, public speeches, worker newspapers and
other printed literature.

The transition to the third period is going on now. Of course, the two earlier
means of influence – the spoken word and the local leaflet – will always
remain valid, but, for Ivanshin, the urgent need at present was for Social-
Democratic newspapers, particularly ones with a broad, national, political
orientation. After the transition to the third period had been successfully
negotiated with the appearance of local political newspapers, the Russian
movement could then set its sights on the further goal of open political
demonstrations. Here, as elsewhere, the Polish and Jewish party organisations
were showing the way.

Ivanshin illustrated the type of political newspaper now required is illustrated
by a contrast between Rabochaia mysl in Petersburg and Iuzhnii rabochii [Southern
Worker] in Ekaterinoslav. Life had already outgrown Rabochaia mysl, since a
significant stratum of workers had arisen in Petersburg that demanded more
from a worker newspaper.

They search in their newspapers for guiding articles and not just raw material,

they demand as much enlightenment as possible on all the highly important

aspects of social and political life both in Russia and abroad – aspects to

which the worker class cannot and must not remain indifferent.109

Rabochaia mysl needs to be transformed from a paper serving the ‘elementary
needs’ of the workers to an ‘all-sided and consistent’ (key words for Lenin
and Iskra) newspaper that would facilitate ‘the upsurge in the politicisation
of the movement’. (These remarks render somewhat ironic WITBD’s portrayal
of ‘V.I.’ as an enthusiastic defender of Rabochaia mysl.)

If Rabochaia mysl were to be revamped, Iuzhnii rabochii could serve as a model.
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From the very first issue, Iuzhnii rabochii went beyond the limits of local life

and considered the common position of the worker class throughout all

Russia It pointed to the common reasons for the oppression of the workers,

to the political system and the necessity of struggle against it . . . and sharply

underlined the fact that the local Ekaterinoslav organisation was only one

part, a Committee of the Russian Social-Democratic Worker Party that is

uniting all the isolated forces ‘into one structured whole, into one general

common worker army all using the same methods of struggle directed

towards one common goal’.110

Ivanshin wanted all major local committees to produce such a newspaper,
but he admitted that this was beyond the power of many committees. In any
event, the top priority for local committees should be a newspaper that
appeared regularly and much more often than the usual two or three times
a year. (This comment sheds light on Iskra’s ambitiousness in producing 11
issues in 1901 and hoping to do better.) And not only local newspapers: a
nation-wide authoritative Social-Democratic organ was another urgent necessity.
A central organ would help prevent the continual provaly that played such
havoc with local organisations, because it would allow the sharing of
experiences between local activists. Most importantly, an authoritative central
organ promoting a programme common to the whole movement could speak
to the workers with a single message, thus increasing Social-Democratic
influence. In turn, the unified message would help the workers speak to the
government and society with one voice.

Not only a central newspaper but functioning central party institutions
were imperative. ‘Life itself is pushing toward unification: our movement has
grown out of the narrow framework of isolated local work – it is, so to speak,
suffocating within these limits’.111 The challenges of arranging common
proclamations and similar tasks had already forced local committees to make
mutual contact, although still haphazard ones. The local activists had been
able to handle the tasks of the first two periods (spoken word and local
leaflets) with their own resources, but no longer. Without outside help, they
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could not create their own literature or even effectively receive literature
published abroad. A functioning central committee would make possible the
overall ‘distribution of forces and means’ (this is as close as Ivanshin gets to
the idea of the full-time roving revolutionary by trade). For all these reasons,
‘the demand began to arise to create a single Social-Democratic Party out of
the previously scattered local organisations.’112

Social Democrats should not put off party unity until each local worker
movement had made the transition from economic to political agitation (this
comment is a slam at extreme versions of the stages theory). A truly unified
Party would in fact accelerate this transition. Local organisations must never
forget for a moment that

only the common efforts of the worker class can conquer better political

conditions for itself in Russia, that all local work prepares only individual

regiments in the grand army of workers – an army that is the only force

capable of entering into a decisive battle with the tsarist government.113

Thus Vladimir Ivanshin, in late 1900, prior to the appearance of Iskra. He
does not use precisely the same vocabulary as Lenin, his arguments are
somewhat different and he sometimes arrives at different practical suggestions
(Lenin argued strongly against local newspapers for the time being). Yet the
overlap with Lenin’s definition of the situation is extensive. Ivanshin calls
for effective party unification, a unified programme and tactics, central party
organisation and common action aimed against the tsarist government on
the part of all local organisations. The move toward political agitation, the
unifying role of newspapers, the belief in ‘the upsurge in the politicisation
of the movement’, the assumption of worker support, the exasperation with
local organisational isolation, the emphasis on the destructiveness of provaly,
the hopes for an efficiently centralised distribution of resources – all these are
expressed, prior to Iskra’s appearance, in Rabochee delo, the journal set up in
WITBD as a punching bag. It is no wonder that Ivanshin himself jumped ship
in early 1903 and wrote a public letter explaining his shift of loyalty to Iskra.114
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We next look at the views of some Iskra supporters written prior to the
appearance of WITBD. In autumn 1901, the Georgian newspaper Brdzola [Struggle]
was launched with programmatic articles that show the newspaper to be in
the Iskra camp, although Iskra is not explicitly named. The text of these
unsigned articles are found in Stalin’s Collected Works, so possibly he was their
sole or main author, or possibly he merely participated in their drafting. Our
interest in them, however, has nothing to do with Stalin’s biography but only
in their status as documents revealing the sentiments of one group of praktiki
in 1901. These articles could also serve as evidence for the canonical status
of the merger narrative even for Social Democrats as far removed geographically
and culturally from Erfurt as Tblisi.115

The articles call for the organisation of a Party that will be united not only
in name but in fact. ‘Our task is to work for the creation of a strong party
that will be armed with firm principles and indestructible konspiratsiia’.116 The
articles say no more than this about organisational principles or structures.
What merits remark is the fact that, although these articles predate WITBD,
the need for konspiratsiia is firmly paced in the context of what Lenin would
call the stikhiinyi upsurge. The articles contain a long litany of all the groups
that ‘groan’ under the autocratic system. The underfed and overtaxed peasants
groan, so do the urban lower classes as well as the petty and even middle
bourgeoisie. The ‘free professions’ groan under the suppression of free thought,
and a long list of nationalities and sectarians also groan under tsarist oppression.
All these groups hate the Tsar, but they are either incapable of acting in
revolutionary fashion or will act only after the workers have shown the way.

The Brdzola articles are particularly taken with the potentiality of street
demonstrations, even claiming that they diffuse awareness more efficiently
than illegal literature. A demonstration shows to the curious and intrigued
urban crowd a host of brave fighters for the cause, and the government is so
worried by this infectious curiosity that it punishes onlookers as severely as
demonstrators. But in vain.

We will still be beaten on the street more than once, and more than once

the government will emerge victorious from these street battles. But it will

be a ‘Pyrrhic victory’. A few more such victories and the defeat of absolutism
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will be inevitable. Today’s victories prepare it for its own defeat. And we,

firmly convinced that this day will come, that this day is not far off, go to

meet the blows of whips in order to sow the seed of political agitation and

socialism.117

In two or three years, predicted Brdzola, the government will be confronted
with the spectre of a people’s revolution.

In the passage just cited, the author stresses the importance of confidence
in victory (here I catch a glimpse of the future Stalin). A newspaper is needed
in order to get information through to the worker past all the obstacles put
up by the autocracy – otherwise the worker will remain without the big
picture and ‘often an insignificant defeat at some factory close by is enough
to chill the revolutionary mood of the worker, to cause him to lose faith in
the future. The leader/guide once more has to pull him into [revolutionary]
work’. The recipe is to provide the workers with grand horizons and ambitious
goals – unlike the economists, who treat the worker as a baby who will be
frightened by bold ideas. On the contrary, ‘great energy is born only out of
great goals’ – and so a mere strike movement is doomed to peter out if its
horizons are not expanded.118

Several months later, on the eve of WITBD’s publication, Iskra proudly
published some letters from workers who supported the plan presented by
the still anonymous Lenin in Iskra, No. 4. The editorial introduction to these
letters was written either by someone who had written WITBD or someone
who had read it in proofs – probably the latter (I am guessing Krupskaya,
Lenin’s wife and secretary for the Iskra organisation). This introduction contains
what is undoubtedly the first use in print of ‘revolutionary by trade’. The
passage contains a nuance not found in WITBD itself.

Our author [of one of the worker letters to Iskra] understands that precisely

at this point, when the error of the previous one-sided enthusiasm with the

‘massovik’ – that is, the stikhiinyi movement – has become evident, it is high

time to stop continually putting off working toward an ‘organisation of

revolutionaries’ and not just of workers [that is, for economic struggle]. He

understands that what is now necessary is an organisation of revolutionaries
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by trade, without which we will continue to remain in the intolerable situation

where the revolution stops for the summer while the ‘gentlemen relax at

their dacha’.119

For purposes of our survey, the letter signed Rabotnitsa (Woman Worker) is
also revealing. Her pseudonym is the only direct clue to the writer’s social
origins, but the linguistic style of the letter makes the identification plausible.
Rabotnitsa was arrested in 1898; she spent her time in prison (which she
referred to as ‘the Russian university for workers’) with the painful sense
that she had not done enough to deserve the distinction. It was the unending
provaly, one after the other, that led her to write to Iskra. The worst thing
about the provaly was the disruption to organisational continuity:

Worse than anything else is the fact that others cannot immediately replace

[arrested activists] and the comrades who replace them cannot immediately

get down to the work already started – in a word, with rare exceptions,

they cannot be continuers of their predecessors, they cannot use either their

mistakes or their successes. As yet, there exists nothing that would serve as

a connecting link between the comrades removed from the ranks and those

who come to replace them. And the biggest evil that I see in our work is

this: we are not yet fully organised, we all work, so to speak, completely

on our own. We have absolutely no tradition.120

It was, therefore, imperative to start work up again as soon as possible after
a proval. One reason was to convince the gendarmes themselves that no
amount of repression could halt the movement even temporarily. An even
more compelling reason was to avoid the depressing effect on less purposive
workers, who might panic and lose their faith in those who had been arrested.
Avoiding this loss of faith would redouble the energy of those who came to
replace the ones removed from the ranks.121

Both Rabotnitsa and the Georgian activists around Brdzola confronted the
greatest existential problem of the underground: maintaining confidence and
faith, on the part of the workers and just as importantly on the part of the
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praktiki themselves. As Rabotnitsa makes clear, a crucial source for a praktik’s
own energy was his or her strong sense of the fervour of at least some parts
of the worker milieu.

Having stated the problem, Rabotnitsa goes on to call for the solution: ‘a
central organisation that will guide the whole movement in Russia’. She places
some very high hopes on this central organisation. It will diminish, perhaps
even eliminate, the provaly; it will allow the Party to react properly to any
unexpected event; it will send reinforcements immediately whenever and
wherever the workers are on the move; it will maintain ties through its agents
with all the local organisations; it will be able to distribute forces in such a
way that all who desire to work can contribute. For, after all – continues
Rabotnitsa – our principal weakness compared to the police is that they are
organisationally unified and work according to single well-thought-out plan,
whereas ‘in our case the most dedicated and outstanding activists cannot
work successfully precisely because they are fragmented’ and cannot link up
fruitfully with other organisations.122

Neither Rabotnitsa nor the young Dzugashvili/Stalin have a clear idea of
what their central organisation would look like or propose any concrete steps
to attain it. Nevertheless, they both want it very much, due to their very clear
perception of the concrete organisational and psychological problems faced
by the local praktiki. We might call the unrealistic hopes they placed on a
central organisation ‘the utopianism of the praktik’. We can imagine their
reaction to a book by a learned émigré Social Democrat who had a genuine
sense of their problems, who proposed a definite programme for achieving
the desired organisation and who exuded confidence about Russia’s
revolutionary drama as well as about the benefits flowing from a nation-wide
party organisation. Such an author could scold and polemicise and it would
still come across as a pep talk.

We will conclude our brief reader survey with statements by members of
the émigré community from 1902–3, that is, after the publication of WITBD.
In later years, one of these readers, Vera Zasulich, became a Menshevik on
the right of the movement while the other, Nadezhda Krupskaya, became an
exemplary Bolshevik. Their statements on the organisational questions can
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be taken to represent the Iskra consensus before there existed any suspicion
of the later party split.

Zasulich was invited in 1902 to write an article for Kautsky’s journal Neue
Zeit on Russian terrorism, then attracting much excited and favourable attention
from socialists in Western Europe. She took the opportunity to lay out basic
Iskra principles, thus making her article the first exposition of Iskra-ism for a
foreign audience. Her brief discussion of organisational issues sums up what
the other Iskra-ites saw as the essence of WITBD’s organisational arguments
and why they lent their authority to it.123

Writing toward the end of 1902, Zasulich informs the German reader that
‘economism’ has now a purely archival interest and that unity of outlook had
been restored in the Russian Party. Not so with organisational unity. The
Russian Party had grown up in various localities, doing the purely practical
work of propaganda and agitation in worker circles. (In a footnote, Zasulich
tries to impress the German reader by giving a long list of Russian towns
with Social-Democratic committees.) In the early stages of Social-Democratic
work, lack of co-ordination was not felt so strongly, and the end result was
a series of internally cohesive but completely independent committees. ‘Nothing
acted as a divisive element among these committees, but there was equally
nothing that united them into one whole, except the common goal itself’. The
only nation-wide organisation during the previous two years was Iskra itself.

The work done by the committees was, of course, absolutely necessary, but
under present circumstances – the acceleration of the worker movement and
the pressing political tasks whose urgency was now undisputed – hardly
satisfactory. Nation-wide unity was needed not only in outlook but in action.
If the Party was to make effective use of all the people now available to it, it
had to create a central organisation that would be linked to the existing local
committees and that, in turn, would make them a single active whole.

The pressing necessity of the creation of a ‘Central Committee’, a central

organisation that would stand over and above the local organisations, is felt

by everybody, although not everybody has a clear idea of its character. We

think, however, that to some extent this central organisation will be formed
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and already gradually is being formed according to the only model possible

under a regime of unlimited despotism. This is an organisation of carefully

selected ‘illegal’ revolutionaries – an organisation consisting of people for

whom revolution is, so to speak, their only trade, who devote themselves

exclusively to revolutionary activity and who are ready at any moment to

change their name or change their mode of life in order to escape from

persecution and constantly serve the cause.

Only under these conditions is intensive revolutionary activity measured

in years thinkable in Russia. Only such people will be able to hold out for

several years, as opposed to the present time when a single revolutionary

can barely be active for a few months. Only under these conditions will

they acquire the knack for konspiratsiia, the skill in revolutionary matters,

that is unattainable in other conditions even given outstanding revolutionary

abilities.

At the end of the 1870s [at the time of Narodnaia volia], secret organisations

were thought of as some kind of general staff without an army, a cohort

only of leaders [vozhdi] without anyone to be guided. Now, when the

awakening of the worker class is obvious, when its militant spirit is finding

expression whenever possible, it has become clear that such an army exists.

On the other hand, the number of cases where revolutionaries successfully

escape from prison and exile is increasing, and this circumstance serves as

a guarantee that we will soon have at our disposal the cadre of revolutionaries

operating illegally that is needed in Russian conditions for the mobilisation

of this army.124

Zasulich goes on to argue that recently revived terrorism showed the need
for ‘strict discipline’ within the Party. Indeed, the Social Democrats themselves
were partly to blame for the waste represented by individual terrorists, since
the Social-Democratic organisation was not yet able to turn the energies of
these individuals into effective revolutionary action.

Thus Zasulich, giving a particularly valuable gloss on the concept of
‘revolutionary by trade’. Some months later, Krupskaya – who had served
as secretary for the Iskra organisation and was no doubt better informed than
anybody else about the ups and downs of Iskra’s agents in Russia – wrote a
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report on Iskra’s activities for the Second Congress. From the resulting extremely
valuable historical document we take one or two points that shed light on
Iskra’s view of the underground.

Krupskaya was painfully aware of two popular charges against Iskra on
organisational questions, first that Iskra was embarked on a power grab aimed
against the local committees (thus Rabochee delo) and second that the committee
reorganisations that took place in 1902–3 were anti-worker. Thus, she
emphasises in her report that in the beginning the opposition to Iskra came
from intelligentsia committees, who often actively kept Iskra from the workers.
She details various efforts by the Iskra agents to get the newspaper in the
hands of the workers, while citing reports that the workers responded more
favourably than the intellectuals to Iskra’s message. She announces proudly
that the first local organisation to choose Iskra as its ‘guiding organ’ – in
October 1901 – was the purely worker organisation in Orekhovo-Bogorodsk
in north Russia.

According to Krupskaya, the workers should receive the credit for the
conversion of the intelligentsia committees – not in the direct sense that they
angrily stormed the committee offices demanding Iskra, but in the indirect
sense that their revolutionary mood changed the committee’s attitude from
abstract approval to an urgent priority.

In the majority of cases [the committees] looked on the Iskra enterprise as

something that had nothing to do with them. The attitude of the committees

to Iskra was put very insightfully by one of our correspondents: ‘In general

the committee is well-disposed to Iskra, but people still say “that newspaper”

and not “our newspaper”.’ For the majority of committees, Iskra remained

‘that’ newspaper for a long time. ‘Their own’ work was the local work that

monopolised the attention of the activists of that period. It was this work –

not all-Russian work – that kept them awake at nights . . .

Of course, few people denied the necessity of common party work, a

common party organ, unification and so on. But it all seemed something

far off and remote.

Meanwhile everybody was more or less clearly aware of the need to

broaden the framework of local work. ‘They sit there as in a deep pit and

know nothing about what is going on in other localities’, wrote one

correspondent about the Kiev committee. I do not know how fair this is to

the Kiev committee, but generally speaking, during that period there was
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more than enough of such sitting around in a pit. The revolutionary mood

in the worker masses compelled the committees to start thinking about how

to climb out of the pit. The enormous demand for illegal literature, the

feverish interest on the workers’ part about the movement in other towns,

all showed the committees as clear as day that they could not go on living

as they had before.125

In Krupskaya’s account, much of the pressure for a better organisation of
Iskra itself came from Iskra’s own praktiki in the field. Their efforts to distribute
Iskra brought them face-to-face with the reigning ‘chaos’, ‘anarchy’, and
‘artisanal limitations’. In their view, practical success in distributing Iskra was
infinitely more important in raising its prestige than (in the words of one
Iskra agent) ‘all these theoretical ruminations and endless disputes about
economism’. Thus, they themselves demanded better division of labour and
organisational discipline. Lenin and the central Iskra organisation are represented
by Krupskaya as responding to this initiative. Unfortunately, in February 1902
(perhaps ironically, on the eve of WITBD’s publication), the Iskra network itself
suffered a devastating proval which destroyed most of the previous
organisational work. Nevertheless, devoted Iskra-ites in Russia took the
initiative and built up an even more effective organisation.

WITBD’s specific role in the Iskra fight is described in the following terms:

What Is to Be Done? had a strong influence on Russian activists and a whole

series of people became, on their own admission, partisans of Iskra thanks

to the influence of this book. Many of them who had been upset by various

legends about Iskra’s ‘seizure of power’, of Iskra’s desire to annihilate all

committees, to become the Central Committee itself and so on, now became

defenders of its organisational plan.126

Thus we see that, prior to the Second Congress and the outbreak of factional
struggle among the Iskra-ites, WITBD’s organisational principles were presented
as an Iskra consensus and as a way of achieving widely shared goals. The
quickening of the revolutionary tempo in 1901–2 was Krupskaya’s explanation
for the acceptance by local committees of Iskra’s proposals.
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I have outlined an emerging consensus on the basic norms of the Russian
underground. These include centralism, discipline, opposition to artisanal
limitations, opposition to conspiratorial organisations without links to the
worker milieu, the need for revolutionaries by trade, at least some division
of labour, konspiratsiia, inapplicability of formal electoral principles in the
underground. These norms were the sensible and empirically worked-out
implications of the original project of applying the SPD model to the extent
that Russian autocratic conditions permitted. Ultimately, they derived from
a common commitment to the merger of socialism and the worker movement.
In WITBD, Lenin describes the ideal organisation that would result if all these
norms were fully realised. The actual underground never remotely approached
this ideal state. Nevertheless, the norms that Lenin picked up from the Russian
Social-Democratic praktiki and trumpeted back to them and to all other socialist
activists were vital to the survival and to the accomplishments – not lightly
to be dismissed – of the Russian underground of 1890–1917.
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